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1. Abstract
Metal microfibers have a wide range of industrial applications, e.g. as filters,
fiber reinforced composites, electrodes, catalysts, sensors, or magnetic shielding
materials. In this project, we modified melt-spinning device and its experimental
parameters to fabricate metal microfibers. It was shown for the first time that
metal microfibers down to 5 µm could be fabricated using melt spinning device.
The size and circularity of formed fibers could be controlled by experimental pa-
rameters.e.g. slit distance to the wheel, chamber pressure, slit size, wheel speed.
The mechanism of fiber formation relies on two main steps; i)thin film formation on
the rotating wheel ii)spontaneous breaking of the film to smaller widths, dewetting
the wheel. It was shown that this process is reproducible and could be used for
different classes of materials. e.g. intermetallic alloys, conventional alloys, metal
elements and amorphous alloys.
The modification of melt spinning device lead to higher quenching rates up to
108 C/s. The high quenching rate made it possible to make fully amorphous
stainless steel fibers for the very first time. Heat-treatment of amorphous stainless
steel lead to dual phase microstructure (nanocrystals embedded together with a
glassy phase) which was responsible for its ultra high hardness value, 14GPa. This
value is 7 times higher than the original stainless steel hardness. Thus, the tech-
nique opens new possibilities for working with conventional and amorphous alloys
e.g. mechanically improved conventional alloy microfibers/ribbons, introducing
new alloy microstructures.

2. Zusammenfassung
Metallmikrofasern haben ein großes Anwendungsspektrum in der Industrie, sie
können zum Beispiel als Filter, faserverstärkte Verbundstoffe, Elektroden, Kata-
lysatoren, Sensoren oder als Material für magnetische Isolierungen eingesetzt wer-
den. In diesem Projekt haben wir eine schmelz-spinn Einheit und ihre experi-
mentellen Parameter zur Herstellung von Metallmikrofasern modifiziert. Es kon-
nte zum ersten Mal gezeigt werden, dass durch die schmelz-spinn Einheit Met-
allmikrofasern bis hin zu einem Durchmesser von 5µm hergestellt werden kon-
nten. Die Größe und Kreisform der produzierten Fasern konnte durch experi-
mentelle Parameter wie dem Schlitzabstand zum Rad, dem Kammerdruck, der
Schlitzgröße oder der Radgeschwindigkeit kontrolliert werden. Der Mechanismus
zur Faserherstellung beruht auf zwei Hauptschritten: i) Die Formation von dün-
nen Filmen auf dem rotierenden Rad ii) Das spontane aufbrechen des Films zu
kleineren Querschnitten, welche das Rad entnetzt. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass
dieser Prozess reproduzierbar ist und für verschiedenen Materialarten wie inter-
metallische Legierungen, konventionelle Legierungen, Metallelemente und amorphe
Legierungen verwendet werden kann.
Die Modifizierung der schmelz-spinn Einheit führte zu einer höheren Abschreckrate
von bis zu 108 C/s. Die hohe Abschreckrate machte es zum ersten Mal möglich
völlig amorphe nichtrostende Stahlfasern zu produzieren. Die Wärmebehandlung
von amorphem nichtrostenden Stahl führte zu einer zweiphasigen Mikrostruktur
(Nanokristalle zusammen eingeschlossen mit einer amorphen Phase) welche ver-
antwortlich für die extrem großen Härtegrade von bis zu 14GPa verantwortlich
sind. Dieser Wert ist sieben Mal höher als der Wert von originalem nichtros-
tenden Stahls. Daher eröffnet diese Technik neue Möglichkeiten um mit konven-
tionellen und amorphen Legierungen zu arbeiten z. B. lassen sich dadurch mech-
anisch verbesserte, konventionelle Legierungsmikrofasern/-bänder herstellen oder
neue Legierungsmikrostrukturen einführen.

3. Aim of the project
Metal microfibers have a wide range of industrial applications, e.g. as filters,
fiber reinforced composites, electrodes, catalysts, sensors, or magnetic shielding
materials. Until now the formation of metal microfibers with a width of less
than 10µm from different metal alloys and in large quantity was a challenge or
simply not possible. In this project, we examined the possibility of fabricating
metal microfibers based on modified melt-spinning device. Besides, melt-spinning
is a rapid quenching method that if succeed to fabricate fibers, it is a very fast
and robust method and can later lower the time and cost of fiber fabrication
significantly in industry. In this project we try to modify the device for fiber
formation, and evaluate the possibility using different classes of materials.
3.1. Introduction to the thesis
In this thesis, the first chapter is allocated to the main purpose of the project which
is the evaluation of possibility for forming microfibers based on melt-spinning. The
mechanical drawing of parts which were modified is presented. Other experimental
parameters and their effect on final fiber formation, size and shape are presented
and discussed. On the second part of the same chapter, the reproducibility of
forming fibers under constant experimental parameters is discussed. Then, the
same principle of fiber formation is repeated for different classes of materials to
evaluate the capability of the process for different materials. At the very end of
this chapter, high-speed camera movies of ejection process are discussed for further
understanding of possible fiber formation mechanism by melt-spinning.
The second chapter is specifically allocated to the materials characterization of
316-Ti stainless steel fibers fabricated by melt-spinning. The reason one chapter is
completely allocated to stainless steel fibers is their phenomenal mechanical prop-
erties after quenching and subsequent heat-treatment. It is also because this grade
of stainless steel, for the first time, could form a complete amorphous structure
without any addition of refractory materials. Its microstructure and properties are
investigated by SEM,XRD,DTA and TEM. Its mechanical properties is evaluated
using nanoindentation.
Last chapter is a small project allocated on characterization of Vitrovac 6025X, a
type of soft ferromagnetic amorphous alloy purchased from vacuumschmeltz GmbH
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in forms of ribbon and later casted in forms of fiber by melt-spinning. Its hysteresis
was measured using SQUID and ULF. Its mechanical properties such as hardness
and elastic modulus was measured using nanoindentation. The purpose of this
chapter is to show some properties of amorphous alloy microfibers fabricated by
melt-spinning which can have later applications in industry.
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Part I.
Melt Spinning

4. Introduction to Melt Spinning
4.1. Amorphous metallic alloys
Amorphous metallic alloys are metal or alloys with no long-range atomic order.
They are also known as glassy metals. Similar to glasses, they undergo very rapid
solidifications, which prohibit them from forming any long-range order or the so
called crystalline structures. However, there are clear short-range orders seen
in their structure indicating their properties with their nearest neighbors[1]. In
fact, the glass structure can be considered as an approximation to an assembly of
dense randomly packed spheres of two or more different diameters. Thus, in this
densely packed structure, one would expect to have significant degree of short-range
ordering[2]. There are some main categories of amorphous alloys which includes:
the transition metals and metalloid (TM-M), the rare-earth transition metals and
transition metals (RE-TM), and transition metals with Hf or Zr (TM-Hf, TM-Zr).
Studying characteristic of each group is beyond the scope of this thesis, however.
A non-crystalline solid phase represents the ultimate solid metastable phase and it
can be formed by different approaches including solidification from liquid or vapor
phases, chemical solution deposition, or high energy particles such as neutron (or
ion) bombardment of crystalline material. To be able to prevent crystalline phase
formation, the liquid must be cooled fast enough to suppress crystallization. Glass
formation occurs easily in some materials such as silica and organic polymers. They
can be cooled at cooling rates as slow as 102  C/s and still form glasses. However,
based on the nature of metallic bond and their non-directionality, metallic melts
can rapidly obtain their atomic rearrangements and hence, a minimum critical
cooling rate of 105  C/s is necessary to prevent crystal formation.
Besides of rate of cooling, there is another essential factor, which is the degree of
undercooling they must go through[3]. This undercooling degree itself depends on
the number of other parameters including initial viscosity of liquid, temperature
dependency of viscosity (how fast it changes based on temperature reduction), the
free energy difference between the undercooled liquid and the crystalline phase (the
larger this energy, the larger the driving force for crystallization), the interfacial
energy between liquid and crystal phase (which is against nucleation), the volume
density and several other factors. The growth rate of crystals is very fast in metals
and hence, the nucleation must be prevented in the first stage[4]. Normally, the
free energy difference between undercooled liquid metal and its equilibrium solid
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form is big, so thermodynamically, there is a large driving force for nucleation
formation and the larger the undercooling, the bigger this driving force. However,
in undercooling conditions, the mobility of atoms is decreased and thus the nu-
cleation rate decreases; so basically it is thermodynamically prone to nucleation
and kinetically suppressed. This will eventually makes the liquid to get frozen at
“glass transition temperature” Tg. This structural freezing to the glass state is,
by convention, considered to occur when viscosity is about 1013 poise. However,
this glass transition temperature as well as the glass structure itself, in practice,
depends also on the cooling rate. This is why the structural relaxation during
annealing of glasses depends on cooling rate. At Tg, the temperature dependence
of the volume and of the enthalpy decrease discontinuously, the sudden decrease
of specific heat Cp comes from its fewer degrees of freedom in the frozen structure.
On the free volume model of atomic transport, the glass transition corresponds to
the elimination of most of the free volume[5, 6, 7].
Based on kinetic studies, any metallic alloy containing a solute even at some atomic
percent can form glassy structure if cooled at sufficiently high quenching rates to
prohibit spontaneous crystallization. However, the situation for pure metals is less
clear. Several studies have been made of thin films produced by condensation from
the vapor phase at very low temperatures. This method has much higher effective
quench rate 1013 K/s than other techniques since deposition occurs atom by atom
and the heat of condensation is rapidly removed through the thin film. This is
how some amorphous thin film of transition metals were produced based on vapor
deposition [8, 9]. By adding solute atoms to pure metals, specially if they have
different size and chemical properties from the host atoms, the diffusive rearrange-
ment which melt has to undergo for crystallization becomes harder. Thus, they
stabilize glass formation. As the solute concentration increases, Tg increases. On
the other hand, during alloying, the liquidus temperature often decreases. Conse-
quently, the interval between liquidus temperature (Tl) and glass transition tem-
perature decreases. In this situation, the Glass Forming ability (GFA) increases.
Subsequently, alloys with the highest GFA are those which have deep eutectics
or a steep decrease of Tl by increasing solute percentage or when this Tl is small
comparing to Tm of the host metal. The ratio of Tg/Tl (Trg)is referred as reduced
glass temperature and has strong correlation with GFA[10, 11]. Some however
use Tg/Tm as reduced glass temperature; Z.P.Lu et al showed that it is Tg/Tl that
affects GFA and not Tg/Tm [12]. The highest known Trg are in the range of 0.66
to 0.69 [13, 14, 15]
The critical thickness which material can form the glass is normally between 10µm
to 20µm. The smaller is this critical thickness, the wider the GFA. For the critical
thickness of this range, usually the cooling rate of 106-107  C/s is required for
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Figure 4.1.: Estimated range of maximum section thickness of glass phase as a function of
Trg[15].
most common melt-quenching techniques. Trg in this case will be about 0.45[16].
Figure 4.1 shows the relation between this critical thickness and Trg.
As it has been mentioned, GFA has close correlation with Trg; Experiments show
that Tg does not vary much by composition. However, it affects Tl and thus,
GFA is dominated mainly by Tl. Several methods have been applied to find the
correlation between GFA and Tl.
It was already mentioned that to form a glass the cooling rate must be high enough
to suppress crystallization. The minimum quenching rate to form glass can be
calculated from the alloy TTT diagram using equation 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows the
schematic TTT diagram of an alloy, and the Tn and tn in it.
T˙c ⇡ Tl   Tn
tn
(4.1)
Where Tn and tn are the temperature and the time of the nose respectively.
Going back to the correlation between the critical cooling rate and Trg, Figure 4.3
shows the experimentally obtained values for Trg and the critical cooling rate of
several amorphous alloys. It can be seen that the higher this Trg is, the lower the
critical cooling rate has to be.
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Figure 4.2.: Schematic time-temperature transformation (TTT) diagram of an alloy.
Figure 4.3.: Predicted (empty circle) and experimentally measured ( filled circle) critical cooling
rate for glass formation T˙c (based on CCT curves for the formation of a fraction crystal of 10 6)
plotted against reduced glass temperature for a representative range of elements and alloys.[15]
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4.2. Mechanical properties of amorphous alloys
One of the main attractions of amorphous alloys is their mechanical properties.
They show fundamentally different mechanical behavior comparing to conventional
alloys. For instance, amorphous alloys often exhibit elastic modulus in the same
order of conventional crystalline alloys; however, their room temperature strength
is significantly higher than polycrystals with comparable chemical composition[17,
18, 19, 20, 21].
The bonding in amorphous alloys is primarily metallic. Thus, during strain, bonds
can readily break and reform in atomic neighborhood without substantial concern,
e.g. the charge balance in ionic bonds or rigidity of covalent bond angles. However,
amorphous alloys do not have long-range order. In crystalline solids, changes in
atomic neighborhood is possible at low energies and stresses because of disloca-
tions. Here, however, any rearrangement in local neighborhood is a high energy
or high stress process.
The exact deformation mechanism in amorphous alloys is not very well understood.
However, there are some main models describing such deformations. the ones we
will shortly describe here are: "bubble raft" model and the classic "free volume"
model.
"Bubble raft" model was originally proposed by Argon and Kuo[22]. Figure 4.4
shows the "flow defect" and more commonly called the "shear transformation zone"
(STZ)[23]. STZ is a local cluster of atoms undergoing an inelastic shear distortion
from one relatively low energy to another such configuration. To go through the
second configuration, they need to overcome a high energy and volume activated
configuration[22]. It is important to note that STZ is not a structural defect in
amorphous metals. It is an event defined in a local volume. Activation of STZ in
different local environment (energetically) of course differs from each other and it
does depend on the local structure [24, 25]. The energy for STZ is usually in the
order of 20-120 KBTg [26].
Another popular model for plastic deformation in amorphous alloys is "free vol-
ume" model developed by Turnbull et al[27, 28, 29].In this model, deformation is
a series of discrete atomic jumps in the glass. These jumps are favorable when
they are in the regions of high free volume. The jump has diffusion-like character,
so its activation energy is in the same energy order of diffusion: 15-25KBTg. This
activation energy is not far from the lower end of STZ activation energy[27, 30, 31].
What is important regardless of the model describing deformation in amorphous
metals whether it is STZ or free volume model, is their comparison with conven-
tional crystalline alloys. In polycrystals, there are different distinct deformation
13
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Figure 4.4.: Schematic representation of flow defect or more commonly known as "shear trans-
formation zone" (STZ).
mechanisms with their characteristic energy, size and atomic scale. Consequently,
depending on temperature, strain rate, microstructure, etc, one or more of these
mechanisms are dominant. In fact the deformation is the competition between
different mechanisms. However, in amorphous alloys, STZ and free volume model
both describe their deformation with a single mechanism in any condition under
complete range of temperatures[32].
Plastic deformation in BMG can be discussed and understood toward their fracture
behavior[33, 34, 35, 36]. We previously discussed that the mechanism responsible
for deformation in BMG could be understood through STZ or free volume model.
However, this does not mean their behavior is constant at different temperatures.
At high temperatures (close to Tg), they deform homogeneously with each volume
element of the sample. We can consider the deformation similar to viscous flow
with low flow resistivity in this situation. The flow itself can be Newtonian, non-
Newtonian or even a thermoplastic process[26, 37, 33]. If the temperature is low
(< 0. 8Tg), BMGs show high strength and low plastic elongation. The plastic
deformation in this case is inhomogeneous containing localized plastic strains often
refereed to as "shear band"[26]. The shear band is often a very narrow region in
the scale of 10-20nm. When the shear band forms, it propagates fast and it leads to
catastrophic fracture in BMGs[38]. Thus, one needs to understand the formation
of shear band and its role in BMGs fracture to be able to control BMGs plastic
deformation[33, 34, 35, 36, 39].
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4.3. Common rapid quenching techniques
The most frequently used methods for production of thin amorphous metallic
alloys are chill block melt-spinning (CBMS)[40, 41, 42], splat quenching[43, 44],
and planar flow melt-spinning (PFMS). Here we discus only planar flow melt-
spinning.
4.3.1. Planar flow melt-spinning
One of the common techniques for casting amorphous alloys in the shape of thin
ribbons is planar flow melt spinning (PFMS). In principle, the metal/alloy is melted
by induction and because the distance between the wheel and the slit is small, upon
ejection, the melt forms a puddle between the slit and the rotating wheel due to
melt high surface tension. The wheel which is often made of a material with
high heat conductivity, removes the heat sink from the melt puddle, leading to
continuous formation of alloy ribbons. Depending on experimental methods, the
shape of this melt-puddle and its size differs and many studies have been done
on its modeling[45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. For a fixed slit nozzle geometry, the
thickness of the final ribbon depends on several experimental parameters including
the wheel speed, the distance between the wheel and slit nozzle, and the applied
ejection pressure. In general, one can write for PFMS:  P/⇢V 2 ⇡ T/G2 [52, 53].
A schematic representation of planar flow melt spinning is shown in Figure 4.5
[54].
The main difference between PFMS and CBMS which was mentioned before is the
shape of their orifice and the distance between their orifice (in our work we refer
to it as slit nozzle) and the rotating disk (wheel). The shape of the slit nozzle
cross-section in this method is rectangular and the distance between wheel and
the slit nozzle (G) is in the range of 200 to 400 µm. When slit nozzle is very close
to the wheel, the width of casted ribbon will be constant and equal to the length
of slit nozzle (S). The thickness of fabricated ribbon can be estimated then, using
experimental parameters:
t =
1
S
Qf
Vs
(4.2)
Where Qf is the volumetric melt flow rate and Vs is the wheel velocity. Usually
Qf can be estimated by Bernoulli equation:
Qf = dS
s
2 P
⇢l
(4.3)
Where ⇢l is the liquid density and  P is the ejection pressure. Now if we put
equation 4.3 in equation 4.2, we will have:
15
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Figure 4.5.: (a) Schematic of melt spinning apparatus and (b) enlarged schematic of the puddle
region (not to scale)[54].
t =
1
VsS
dS
s
2 P
⇢l
(4.4)
However, this equation does not match real experimental data and is often cor-
rected with a correction constant ↵. In fact, it can show better how experimental
parameters and the final thickness of the ribbon are correlated. For a constant
material the higher the applied pressure, and the lower the wheel speed, the higher
the ribbon thickness[55].
Tkatch et al[56], showed the correlation between the cooling rate and ribbon thick-
ness to be :cooling rate / d 3.1. Of course, one way to increase the cooling rate is
to increase th wheel speed, and this way ribbon thickness can be correlated with
the wheel speed. He also showed that both the thickness of melt-spun ribbons and
the cooling rates increase with applied ejection pressure at fixed wheel speed and
melt temperature.
16
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Figure 4.6.: Cooling rate as a function of section thickness for the glass forming alloy
Fe40Ni40P14B6 based on experimentally derived values of heat transfer coefficient and ideal
cooling for splat quenching and for chill block melt spinning. Unidirectional cooling of a rectan-
gular plate section to one heat sink is assumed in all cases[57].
Figure 4.6 shows the relation between ribbon (section) thickness and the cool-
ing rate for two methods of splat quenching and chill block melt-spinning (which
slightly differs from planar flow melt-spinning as mentioned before) computed for
the glass forming alloy Fe40Ni40P14B6. Of course, the real cooling rate in these
methods slightly differs from an ideal line[57]. This Figure, helps us to make a
practical relation between critical cooling rate we need to achieve by melt-spinning
for each alloy, based on their glass forming ability (Trg).
17

5. Materials and Methods
5.1. Melt spinning device and its modification
The Melt Spinner SC purchased from Edmund Buehler GmbH, as it is shown in
Figure 5.1 was used for all the experiments in this project. Further development
of melt-spinning parts and adjustments were done together with Edmund Buehler
GmbH and Max Planck for Intelligent Systems mechanical shop and materials
preparation department.
The schematic representation of melt-spinning main parts is shown in Figure 5.2.
The main parts include: closed chamber, crucible, slit nozzle, wheel, and induction
coil. Of course, each of these parts can introduce certain experimental parameters
Figure 5.1.: Edmund Buehler (lab-scale) Melt-Spinner SC which was used and further devel-
oped in this project.
5. Materials and Methods
Figure 5.2.: Schematic representation of melt-spinner design and its main parts. Each part
introduces several experimental parameters that can be changed and modified. Each experi-
mental parameter is state in front corresponding part.
to the system which can be changed and modified each and are introduced in the
same Figure 5.2.
Starting from slit nozzle, the slit is made of Boron-Nitride (BN) and is a separate
piece from the crucible that can be changed before each experiment. Figure 5.1
shows the 3 main slit designs used during this project. However, the main standard
design used in most experiments is shown in Figure 5.3b.
The crucible was also made of BN and thus could be heated safely up to 1500 C.
However, in some experiments it was heated up to 1600 C for a short time.
The chamber was always securely closed before each experiment and in standard
conditions, it was filled by 400 mbar Argon gas. The type of filling gas was
optional and could be changed to any other cooling gas e.g. Helium. Chamber
pressure is clearly one parameter that can be changed depending on the purpose
of experiment. Before filling the chamber by Ar gas, rotary vacuum pump was
used to reach P < 10 5mbar. If the sample was sensitive to oxygen, turbo pump
was used after rotary pump to reach higher vacuum.
The induction coil was made of copper and its original design and position is shown
in Figure 5.4a. Upon developing the device, due to high thermal fluctuations
during melt-ejection, its position was changed, and placed closer to the wheel
surface; where the sample could be heated while ejecting the melt. In the new
20
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(a) micro-channel slit design (b) rectangular slit design
(c) micro-holes slit design
Figure 5.3.: Three main slit nozzle designs used at this work. a)microchannel design. each
channel is rectangular b)rectangualr slit design. This is the design used in all standard experi-
ments, otherwise stated. c) micro-holes slit design.
design, the coil was further coated by Alumina to make its surface non-conductive.
Flying fabricated fibers upon dewetting the wheel could attach to the coil surface
and cause short-circuit. Short circuit was prohibited by the Alumina coating in
the new design. Figure 5.4b shows the new position of coated copper coil.
Figure 5.5 shows the difference between temperature stability during melt-ejection
at these two coil configurations. At old coil configuration, temperature drops
fast during melt-ejection, stopping the whole process while the time of ejection is
prolonged at new coil configuration.
The wheel was made of copper, or 0.8%Cr,0.08%Zr,99,12%Cu , or stainless steel.
Most experiments were done using copper or 0.8%Cr,0.08%Zr,99,12%Cu flat wheels,
otherwise stated. Four different surface structures made of copper wheel was also
designed and machined. Mechanical drawing of these structured wheels is shown
in Figure 5.6.
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(a) previous coil configuration (b) new coil configuration
Figure 5.4.: New vs. previous configuration of copper induction coil.
Figure 5.5.: Temperature stability over the time of melt-ejection at two induction coil config-
urations. Temperature drops fast at previous coil configuration and the ejection stops. This
temperature stability is improved at new configuration.
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5.1. Melt spinning device and its modification
Figure 5.6.: Mechanical drawing of groove structures machined on the copper wheel. The size
of the grooves and the distance between them is indicated for each structure.
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5.2. Standard experimental procedure
The standard procedure for fabricating fibers by melt-spinning device is summa-
rized here. The exact parameters can be changed depending on the material but
the standard parameters for fabricating Fe40Ni40B20 alloy fibers is given here in
Table 5.1.
Figure 5.7 shows the melt-spinning device during fiber formation.
Figure 5.7.: Image taken from melt-spinning device during fiber fabrication.
Table 5.1.: Standard melt-spinning experimental parameters
Wheel type V   G P  P Tejection
unit m/s µm µm mbar mbar  C
Flat Cu wheel 60 50 200 400 1000 1350
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As it was already explained in the introduction, the main aim of this project is
to evaluate the possibility of fabricating fibers based on melt-spinning device. For
this purpose its part was modified and its experimental parameters were investi-
gated in this project. In this part, we focus on the effect of modified parts and
experimental parameters on the resulting casted material which can be in form of
particle, ribbon, or fiber. Casted materials are further analyzed regarding their
size distribution and shape. Based on these analysis, we might be able to answer
whether or not it is possible to fabricate fibers by melt-spinning. Some of the
experimental parameters investigated here include wheel structure, wheel mate-
rial, wheel speed, slit size, slit distance to the wheel, chamber pressure, ejection
pressure, and ejection temperature. It has to be noted that in this part all the
experiments are done using Fe40Ni40B20 alloy.
6.1. Wheel structure
The basic idea of modifying melt-spinning device for fiber formation started with
modification of the wheel surface structure. For this reason, wheels with different
surface structures as shown in Figure 5.6 were used. The optical images of casted
materials on these structured wheels are shown in Figure 6.1. As a first trial start-
ing from a ribbon-forming device, modification of wheel surface structure seems to
be promising for forming fibers. Although one can not judge the homogeneity of
produced fibers, but with good approximation they look like fibers. It is also visi-
ble that the casted material on wheel type C contain lots of powder and particles
as well. If we take a closer look at the produced fibers by SEM, which can be seen
in Figure 6.2, we realize that there are some round circular fibers together with
some products which look more like a ribbon in the range of micrometer (micro-
ribbon). It is also noticeable that most ribbon-shaped fibers contain defects and
irregular border on one of their sides. Regarding their size, they appear to be
diverse ranging from 5µm up to 150µm.
Since the casted products are not all fully circular, from now on, we will consider
them all as microfibers but we measure their deviation from fully circular shape
fibers. If we consider a more ellipsoid cross section for these fibers, one can consider
a certain width and thickness for their cross section. Figure 6.3 shows the schematic
6. Experimental Results
(a) casted material on wheel type A (b) casted material on wheel type B
(c) casted material on wheel type C
Figure 6.1.:Optical picture of casted materials on three different wheel surface structures. They
all macroscopically could be considered as fibers with a good approximation.
Figure 6.2.: SEM picture of casted material on wheel type C. Some casted materials are circular
and have the shape of a fiber while some of them have a shape of ribbon in micrometer range.
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Figure 6.3.: Schematic representation of fibers cross section. The deviation from circularity and
fully fiber shape can be evaluated using the aspect ration.
evaluation of fibers cross-section. The aspect ratio of fibers width to thickness can
be a measure of circularity. The closer this ratio is to 1, the closer it is to perfect
circular fibers.
The mean value of fibers widths is quantified for each fibers casted on different
wheel types and is shown in Figure 6.4. This Figure shows more schematically
the structure of the wheel surface and where the melt could have formed fibers
on it. The blue dots are hypothetical places were the molten metal was solidified
on them. In fact, one could expect the production of ribbons with the width
comparable to the distance between the grooves on wheel surface or the size of the
groove itself. However fibers mean width values does not fulfill this expectation.
It is then concluded that certain parts of wheel structure were preferred for the
melt to wet and form a film. For wheel type A, the fibers mean width value is
almost 28 times less than a distance between the grooves. This value for wheel
type B is about 8 times smaller, and for wheel type C the width of fibers is 21
times less than its groove distance. This shows no linearity between the groove
distances and the produced fibers width. In fact, the shape of the grooves might
have more effect on the final size of fibers widths.
However, the approach toward modifying the wheel surface structure did not go
further for the technical problems it caused upon casting, leading to not fully
reproducible results. Figure 6.5 shows the surface of the wheel type C after casting
Figure 6.4.: Different wheel surface structures for fabricating fibers. The blue circles are indica-
tion of assumed places where the melt wets the wheel.
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Figure 6.5.: Surface of wheel type C, after fabricating fibers. There is a thick solidified film of
molten metal on the surface of the wheel.
material. As it can be seen in this figure, a thick film of solidified alloy remains
on the wheel. The thickness of the solidified film is not constant on the wheel,
and it varies at different parts of the wheel. Due to spike structure of the grooves,
it is not practically possible to remove the solidified film by polishing after each
experiment. Therefore, it is not possible to provide the same groove structure for
the next experiment.
For the sake of reproducibility, flat wheel was examined to fabricate fibers. The
first result based on melt-spinning on the flat wheel is shown in Figure 6.6. This is
the first time fibers could be fabricated by melt-spinning. Here, fibers seem to be
larger than the fibers casted on the structured wheels, but are promising enough
to continue working on it.
Figure 6.6.: Optical image from fabricated fibers on flat wheel by melt-spinning.
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6.2. Slit size
After moving from structured wheel to a simple flat wheel, the focus on modifying
the device for fiber fabrication went toward the effect of size of slit opening when
the slit has a rectangular opening shown in Figure 5.3b. To evaluate the effect of
changing slit size on the final shape and size of casted fibers, different slit sizes of
25µm, 50µm, 75µm, 100µm, 200µm, and 400µm were used.
Figure 6.2 shows the SEM picture of fibers top view and their cross section fab-
ricated by 25µm and 200µm slit sizes. A general look at the SEM pictures, it is
evident that the fibers casted by 200µm slit size are larger than the fibers casted
by 25µm slit. Besides, fibers have more homogeneous size and shape at smaller
slit size. Looking at their cross-section, the shape of the fibers can be compared
too. At 25µm slit, the cross-sections are mostly circular or ellipsoid, whereas
cross-sections at 200µm slit are almost all rectangular with a width in the range
of 150-200µm.
Similar to Figure 6.2, SEM pictures of all fibers cross-sections at different slit
sizes were obtained and measured for about 1000 fibers at each slit size and the
mean value of their width and thickness is presented in Figure 6.2. The rest of
experimental parameters kept constant for these experiments. From Figure 6.2 it
is clear that there is a proportionality between fibers mean width/thickness value
with their slit sizes. By increasing the slit size, fibers width and thickness mean
values increases. If we assume a linear relation between the width/thickness and
the slit size, the slope of this line for width-slit size is almost 8.5 larger than its
slope for thickness-slit size graph.
(a) cross-section view of fabricated fibers
on 25µm slit size
(b) cross-section view of fabricated fibers
on 200µm slit size
Figure 6.7.: SEM picture from fibers cross-sections fabricated by melt-spinning at 25µm and
200µm slit sizes. The cross-section is more circular at smaller slit size and is more rectangular
at bigger slit size.
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Figure 6.8.: Relation between the slit size and the width and thickness of fibers. It has linear
relation with both of them. The slope of this linear relation is 8.5 times larger for width of fibers
than their thickness.
Now that we observed the dependency of fibers width on slit size, their ratio is
presented in Figure 6.9. The only new information from this graph is that fibers
width fabricated at any slit size is always in the range of ⇡ 5 to 6 times smaller
than the slit size.
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Figure 6.9.: The ratio of slit size over width of fibers at different slit sizes.
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Figure 6.10.: Effect of slit size on size distribution of fibers width and thickness. The larger the
slit size, the bigger the mean width value, and broader the size distribution. The fibers final
thickness does not get affected significantly by slit size.
To analyze the size distribution of fibers width and thickness, their boxchart is
presented in Figure 6.10 for each slit size. We have already observed in Figure 6.2
that the fibers width and thickness increases by increasing slit size. However,
this figure gives us more details about how their sizes are distributed. Clearly,
fibers width at 25µm slit have the most narrow size distribution. Moving toward
larger slit sizes, this size distribution becomes broader. Size distribution of fibers
thickness however, does not appear to be affected much by slit size. The only
visible change is the shift of their mean value to larger numbers.
Figure 6.11 shows the cumulative counting of fiber sizes (width and thickness)
with the bin size of 5µm. It shows the saturation behavior of sizes when fibers
are fabricated by different slit sizes, and how their behavior could deviate from
each other. It can be seen that fibers fabricated with slit sizes up to 100µm,
their thickness values all get saturated around 17µm. However, fibers thickness
fabricated by 200µm get saturated around 29µm. So, the thickness values at
200µm slit size deviates from the thickness values of smaller slit size and their
curves. Similarly, looking at the width curves in this figure, we see that depending
on the slit size, the size saturation behavior differs a lot for each slit size. The
25µm slit saturates at around 35µm width while 50 and 100µm slit sizes have the
saturation value of about 100µm width.
So far, we evaluated the size of fibers and their distribution when fabricated by
different slit sizes. To evaluate their shape quantitatively, aspect ratio of fibers
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Figure 6.11.: Effect of slit size on cumulative counting of fibers width and thickness size. At
different slit sizes, most fiber thickness values get saturated around 17µm , while this saturation
value in case of width differs a lot depending on the slit size.
width to thickness in their cross-section was measured. Since this aspect ratio
is a tool to see the deviation from perfect circular fibers, the closer this number
is to 1 the more circular it is. Figure 6.12 shows the accumulative counting of
fibers aspect ratios fabricated by different slit sizes. Each color block shows the
percentage of fibers with that specific aspect ratio. Fibers with aspect ratio higher
than 4 are all presented in purple color. According to this graph, more than 50%
of the fibers have AR<2 using a 25µm slit size. The percentage of fibers with
AR<2 decreases by increasing the slit size. Reaching 200µm slit size, less than
15% of fibers have AR<2. This was observed before, in their cross-section SEM
picture in Figure 6.7b.
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Figure 6.12.: Effect of slit size on aspect ratios of produced fibers. Fibers with AR<2 has the
highest percent in 25µm slit size.
6.3. Wheel material
Up to now, we explored the possibility of using different wheel surface structures
and slit sizes to fabricate fibers. Here, we investigate the possibility of using
wheels made of different alloys/elements for fabricating fibers. One motivation to
do this is whether we can switch the wheel material depending on the alloy we
want to cast. Figure 6.13 shows the effect of this wheel material on melt-spinning
Fe40Ni40B20 fibers. When copper wheel is replaced by stainless steel wheel, the
melt attaches to the wheel during ejection and it forms a solidified film on the
wheel. No fiber was formed during this experiment and the only product besides
of solidified film was Fe40Ni40B20 powder. Copper wheel that was used already
for different experiments however, does not form any remaining solidified film after
melt-spinning. Besides of the different wetting behavior of copper and stainless
steel, one clear difference they have is their thermal conductivity. The thermal
conductivity of copper is 385 W/m.k whereas stainless steel heat conductivity is
one order of magnitude smaller and is about 16.3 W/m.K.
Another type of wheel which was tested and its result was similar to pure copper
wheel was CuCr1Zr (0.8%Cr,0.08%Zr,99,12%Cu) alloy wheel. The heat conduc-
tivity of this alloy is about 320 W.m 1. K 1 which is in the same order as copper
wheel thermal conductivity.
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(a) copper wheel surface after melt-
spinning
(b) stainless steel wheel surface after
melt-spinning
Figure 6.13.: Different wheel material for melt–spinning fibers. a) Copper wheel with the heat
conductivity of 385 W/m.k. b)Stainless steel wheel with the heat conductivity of 16.3 W/m.K.
The stainless steel wheel forms a film of solidified alloy upon cooling.
6.4. Wheel speed
Here, we investigate the effect of wheel speed on fiber fabrication. In principle,
three different wheel speeds were chosen for this purpose: 60m/s, 18 m/s, and
10m/s. The results from the wheel speed=10m/s is not presented here since the
casted materials at this wheel speed were brittle needles forming powder upon
handling. Similar to the graphs in section 6.2, we present in this section the size
distribution of fibers width and thickness, their accumulative counting, and the
accumulative counting of their cross-section aspect ratios.
Starting from the size distribution of fibers width and thickness, Figure 6.14 shows
this distribution at two wheel speeds of 60m/s and 18m/s. The width mean value
shifts from from 65 µm to about 20µm by increasing the wheel speed from 18m/s
to 60m/s. Besides, the size distribution of width is much more narrow at higher
wheel speed. Unlike the effect of slit size, here we clearly see broadening of fibers
thickness size distribution at low wheel speed (18m/s). It is also clear that the
mean thickness value shifts from 15µm at 18m/s to 5µm at 60m/s wheel speed.
Moving to the cumulative counting of fibers width and thickness sizes at Fig-
ure 6.15, the first observation is the big gap between the saturation behavior of
fibers width and thickness at these two wheel speeds. Fibers thickness values at
V=60m/s saturates 20µm and it saturates around 32µm at V=18m/s. Another
observation is that at V=18m/s, thickness and width saturation curves appear
to have two distinguishing slopes and behavior at two regions. Up to around 12-
13µm thickness values they appear to have a certain slope which after this point
gets sharper. Going to the width cumulative curve at V=18m/s, around 50% of
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Figure 6.14.: Effect of wheel speed on size distribution of fibers width and thickness. The mean
thickness value shifts from 15µm to 5µm by increasing the wheel speed from 18m/s to 60m/s.
Size distribution of fibers width is significantly broader at lower speed (18m/s).
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Figure 6.15.: Effect of wheel speed of cumulative counting of fibers width and thickness. The
saturation behavior of fibers width and thickness at V=18m/s and 60m/s differs significantly from
each other. At V=18m/s, it appears to have two distinguishing regions of fiber sizes. Thickness
of fibers at both speeds saturates around 30µm. The saturation value for width of fibers is about
100µm.
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Figure 6.16.: Effect of wheel speed on aspect ratios of produced fibers. At V=18m/s, the fibers
aspect ratios less than 2 is about 10% which increase twice to 20% at V=60m/s.
the fibers saturates around 45µm and the remaining 50% of fibers appear to have
another type of distribution between 45µm to 100µm. Going back to Figure 6.14
to take a closer look at data point for width distribution of fibers at V=18m/s
indicates the same observation.
The effect of the wheel speed on the shape of final fibers, or in other words their
aspect ratios (width/thickness) is shown in Figure 6.16. At V=18m/s, fibers per-
centage with AR<2 is about 10% which increase twice to 20% at V=60m/s. For
AR>2 no significant difference can be observed.
6.5. Applied pressure
Here we present the effect of applied ejection pressure on fabrication of fibers and
their final size and shape. For an experiment with a certain slit size, it is needed a
minimum applied pressure to have a continuous ejection. (This minimum pressure
depends on several parameters including the type of alloy). To evaluate the effect
of this pressure, three different pressures higher than minimum ejection pressure
were selected: P=800 mbar, P=1000 mbar, and P=1500 mbar. Applying higher
than 1500 mbar was technically not possible due to device limitation. Starting
from the effect of applied pressure on the size distribution of fabricated fibers,
Figure 6.17 presents the size distribution of fibers width and thickness. This figure
indicates that there is no general linearity between the applied pressure and the
fiber sizes. In fact, there is an optimum pressure for smallest width and thickness
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Figure 6.17.: Effect of applied pressure on size distribution of fibers width and thickness. The
pressure has no linear relation with the size of fibers and in fact there is an optimum pressure
for smallest fibers at P=1000mbar.
values at P=1000 mbar. The highest width mean value belongs to the lowest
pressure, P=800 mbar (⇡ 27µm). The width mean value is 3 times smaller at
P=1000 mbar (⇡ 9µm). Width mean value shifts to ⇡ 17µm at P=1500 mbar.
Another observation is the distribution of fibers width which is the broadest at
P=1500 mbar, and is the most narrow one at P=1000 mbar. Looking at the fibers
thickness distribution, again the broadest distribution belong to P=1500 mbar.
The mean thickness values is 2 times higher at P=800 mbar (10µm) comparing to
P=1000 mbar (5µm). P=1000 mbar appears to be able to make the smallest fiber
sizes with the most narrow size distribution.
Going to cumulative counting of fibers sizes with the bin size of 5µm at Figure 6.18,
we can observe better the behavior of their size saturation behavior. Clearly, the
thickness curve at P=1000 mbar deviates significantly from the curves at P=800
mbar and 1500 mbar. Fibers thickness values saturate ⇡ 15µm, while thickness
values at P=800mbar and 1500mbar saturates ⇡ 30µm. Looking at width curve,
each curve deviates from each other. Besides, if take a closer look at width curve
of P=1000bar, we can see that up to 15µm, the slope of the curve is sharp and
after this point, its slope gets smaller which means in this region there are more
scattered width values. This is also visible if we take a look at the data points
inside the boxchart of P=1000 mbar at Figure 6.17.
Figure 6.19 shows the effect of applied pressure on roundness of fabricated fibers.
More than 60% of fibers at P=1500mbar has the aspect ratio of less than 2 (AR<2),
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Figure 6.18.: Effect of applied pressure on cumulative counting of fibers width and thickness.
P=1000 mbar appears to have the sharpest saturation slope for its cumulative width and thick-
ness counting.
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Figure 6.19.: Effect of applied pressure on aspect ratio of produced fibers. The highest ap-
plied pressure (P=1500mbar) contributes to the fibers with the smallest aspect ratios: AR<1.5.
There is a continuous increase of fiber percent with low aspect ratios by increasing the applied
pressure.
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and at P=1000 mbar, this percentage is slightly less, while at P=800 mbar, it is
limited to 45%. Another noticeable difference is that if we take a look at AR<2,
the difference between P=1000 mbar and P=1500 mbar is negligible whereas if we
take a look at AR<1.5, their percentage is equal at P=1000 mbar and P=800mbar
while it is significantly more at P=1500mbar.
6.6. Ejection temperature
In this part we study the effect of ejection temperature or in other words over-
heating on fiber formation and their shape and size distribution. It needs to be
noted that here only the overheating is studies and not the heating program. Two
different temperatures were selected for this purpose : 1350 C and 1450 C. Going
to higher temperatures were not technically possible due to maximum safe tem-
perature BN crucible can stand to. Lower than 1350 C, the surface tension is too
high to be able to eject the melt. Since the melting point of the alloy is ⇡1150 C,
the overheating used for this alloy is:  T=200 C, T=300 C.
Figure 6.20 shows the effect of ejection temperature on size distribution of fibers
width and thickness. According to this figure, size distribution of fibers width is
very broad at higher ejection temperature (T=1450 C). However, its mean value
is slightly smaller at T=1450 C comparing to T=1350 C. The difference between
the mean values of fibers thickness at these two temperatures is negligible but its
distribution is broader at lower temperature (T=1350 C).
Studying the cumulative counting of fibers sizes, Figure 6.21 shows no significant
difference in saturation behavior of fiber sizes in the cumulative counting of fibers
width and thickness.
Comparing the fibers shape and circularity at these two temperatures in Fig-
ure 6.22, we see that up to the aspect ratio of <1.5, higher temperature (1450 C)
contributes to slightly more number of fibers. However if we compare the as-
pect ratios of AR<2, lower temperature (1350 C) contributes to larger number of
fibers significantly. In fact, almost 60% of fibers have AR<2 at T=1350 C, while
at T=1450 C, only ⇡ 45% of fibers have AR<2.
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Figure 6.20.: Effect of ejection temperature on the size distribution of fibers width and thick-
ness. Higher ejection temperature (1450 C) contributes to smaller mean values of fibers width
and thickness. However, the size distribution of fibers width is significantly broad at higher
temperature.
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Figure 6.21.: Effect of ejection temperature on cumulative counting of fibers width and thick-
ness. No significant difference can be seen in saturation behavior of fiber sizes at both ejection
temperatures.
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Figure 6.22.: Effect of ejection temperature on aspect ratio of produced fibers. At T=1350 C
almost 60% of fibers have the aspect ratio of less than 2(AR<2), while at T=1450 C, only ⇡45%
of fibers have the aspect ratio of less than 2.
6.7. Slit distance to the wheel
Another parameter investigated to observe its effect on the size and shape of fibers
was the distance between the slit nozzle opening and the wheel surface. This
distance is shown here as "G". For safety reasons, this distance could not be closer
than 100µm, and more than 300µm distance does not contribute to fiber/ribbon
formation at standard melt-spinning conditions (see the standard conditions at
Table 5.1). Here the result of fibers formed at three different distances 100µm,
200µm, and 300µm are presented. The efficiency of forming fibers by ejecting at
G=300µm, 200µm, and 100µm were different as follows: 10.7%, 86.6% and 77.2%.
The effect of G on fibers size distribution of width and thickness is shown in
Figure 6.23. At the first glance, there is no linear relation between G and fibers
size mean values. In fact, at G=200µm fibers width and thickness mean value
is minimum. Fibers width distribution is significantly broader at G=100µm and
its width mean value is also 2 times larger than G=200µm and G=300µm. The
distribution of fibers width at G=200µm and G=300µm is almost the same. But
the most narrow thickness value distribution belongs to G=300µm. In general, the
thickness mean value and distribution does not seem to be affected significantly
at different G values.
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Figure 6.23.: Effect of slit distance to the wheel (G) on size distribution of fibers width and
thickness. It seems that at all G values, the thickness size distribution is almost the same. At
G=100µm, we observe the broadest width distribution, and its mean value is 2 times higher than
the mean value of G=200µm and G=300µm.
Going to cumulative counting of fibers width and thickness at Figure 6.24, we
observe that the thickness curve for all G values is almost the same. For width
curve, G=100µm deviates significantly from the other two G values.
Figure 6.25 shows the aspect ratio of fibers obtained by melt-spinning at different
slit distances to the wheel. At G=100µm we have the lowest number of fibers
with aspect ratio less than 2. In fact, only around 25% of fibers have the AR<2,
while this value for G=200µm and G=300µm is around 60% and 50% respectively.
Thus, there is no linear increase of fibers numbers with small aspect ratios if we
increase the distance between the slit and the wheel. It seems like for most round
and circular fibers, we need to find an optimum value of G, which here is 200µm.
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Figure 6.24.: Effect of slit distance to the wheel (G) on cumulative counting of fibers width and
thickness. The saturation behavior of thickness values is almost the same at all G values. There
is a large deviation of reaching maximum width value for G=100µm from the other G values.
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Figure 6.25.: Effect of slit distance to the wheel on aspect ratio of produced fibers. There is no
linear relation between increasing the distance between slit and the wheel and the number of
circular fibers. In fact, there is an optimum value for most circular fiber at G=200µm.
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6.8. Chamber pressure
In this section we examine the effect of chamber pressure on fabrication of fibers.
Different type of gases can be used for this purpose but we are testing all the
pressures by Ar gas. Three different chamber pressures were chosen for this reason:
P<10 5mbar , P=400mbar, and P=800mbar. Figure 6.26 shows the effect of
chamber pressure on size distribution of fibers width and thickness. The mean
width value of fibers is shifted to 5 times bigger values at P<10 5mbar. Their
distribution is also larger than higher pressures. The mean thickness value at
P<10 5mbar is 2 times bigger than the mean thickness value at other higher
pressures. However, it has the most narrow thickness size distribution. In terms of
thickness at P=400mbar and P=800mbar, their mean value is almost equal except
higher pressure has slightly narrower size distribution. Based on this boxchart
figure, one can not see a linear relation between chamber pressure and narrow size
distribution of fibers width and thickness.
Going to cumulative counting of fibers width and thickness at Figure 6.27, we see
that the deviation of width values at P<10 5mbar from other two pressures is
significant. The thickness curve at P<10 5mbar has the same saturation behavior
of the other two chamber pressures, and is only shifted. Taking a closer look
at the thickness curve of P=400mbar and P=800mbar, their slope is sharp in the
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Figure 6.26.: Effect of chamber pressure on size distribution of fibers width and thickness. At
P<10 5mbar, width mean value is 5 times and thickness mean value is 2 times larger than
higher pressures.
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Figure 6.27.: Effect of chamber pressure on cumulative counting of fibers width and thickness.
The saturation behavior of thickness values is almost the same at all chamber pressures and is
only shifted to bigger values at P<10 5mbar. The deviation of width values at P<10 5mbar from
the other pressures is significant.
beginning and they get to start saturated after they reach 15µm. The same thing is
visible at Figure 6.26 about the data point of fibers width at P=400 and 800mbar.
Figure 6.28 shows the effect of chamber pressure on the shape of fibers. The most
ribbon-shaped fibers are fabricated at P<10 5mbar. Less than 20% of fibers at
this pressure has the AR<2 and it is even less than 10% of fibers with AR<1.5.
On the contrary, 60% of fabricated fibers at 400mbar has AR<2 which means they
are more round in their cross section. Based on this graph, the optimum pressure
for obtaining the most circular fibers is at P=400mbar.
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Figure 6.28.: Effect of chamber pressure on aspect ratio of produced fibers. There is no linear
relation between increasing the chamber pressure and the number of circular fibers. The lowest
number of round fibers belong to P<10 5mbar (less than 10%), while this value is almost 60%
at P=400mbar, and is maximum.
6.9. All parameters
In this section we put all the data together from all experimental parameters we
studied before together to be able to find the optimum parameters for fabricating
fibers. We evaluated their deviation from perfect circular fibers by measuring their
cross section aspect ratio (width/thickness).
We previously observed that by changing different experimental parameters, the
most significant effect is on fibers width; and the thickness, except in some cases,
were not affected significantly. To have the most circular fiber they need to have
AR<2. Figure 6.29 shows the relation between the width of fibers obtained from
all the data and their corresponding aspect ratios. This color map counting graph
shows that to have 1<AR<2, most fibers with such aspect ratios have the width of
maximum 10µm. If we add each color (which corresponds to a certain percentage
of fibers) together for width<10µm, we see that 50% of fibers with width<10µm,
have AR<2.
We put all the experimental parameters and the size analysis of their resulting
fibers together to find the correlation between size and experimental parameters.
Figure 6.30 shows how thickness of fibers is related to parameters such as slit size,
applied pressure and wheel speed. Of course, here we assumed the material prop-
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Figure 6.29.: The relation between fibers width and their corresponding aspect ratio
(AR=width/thickness). The majority of fibers with width<10µm, have AR<2 and thus have round
shape.
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Figure 6.30.: Correlation between fibers thickness and melt-spinning parameter. According to
this figure, this correlation can be written as equation 6.1.
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erties to be constant and the constant values are obtained based on Fe40Ni40B20
alloy physical properties. This relation can be written as:
t = 0. 0346(
 
V
)
p
 P   1. 84 (6.1)
Where: t=thickness,  =slit size, V=wheel speed, and  P=overpressure.
6.10. Fibers reproducibility
One of the key points of producing fibers on flat wheel is their reproducibility. To
be able to address whether running experiments sequentially will affect the fibers
size production, several experiments right after each other were done by melt-
spinning under same experimental conditions. No further treatment or polishing
of the wheel was carried out in between. The size distribution of produced fibers
is shown in Figure 6.31. As it can be seen in, the fibers size does not get affected
by sequential running of the experiment, considering slight roughening of wheel
surface, the heat generated on the wheel, and other slight experimental variations.
It also shows that by applying the same experimental parameters, the same fibers
can be reproduced.
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Figure 6.31.: Sequential production of fibers by melt-spinning under same experimental con-
ditions. The fibers size distribution for their width and thickness has the same range for all
experimental results.
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6.11. Other materials
Up to now, all the experiments for fabricating fibers were done using Fe40Ni40B20
amorphous alloy. To see whether the same technique can be used with the same
principle for other classes of materials, different materials were tested. Four cate-
gories of materials were used for this purpose. Metal elements such as Zn, Al, Ag,
and Cu; conventional alloys such as stainless steel grades: 316-Ti, 316L, and 304
austenitic grades; intermetallic alloys such as Ni3Al and Ni3AlB0.4; and amor-
phous alloys such as commercially known vitrovac 6025X.
In principle, for each new material, melt-spinning parameters needed to be op-
timized. Here we show a SEM picture as an example from each fiber material.
Each test for fabricating these fibers were repeated several times and were further
analyzed using XRD (and in some case more tests for mechanical and magnetic
characterization). Figure 6.11 shows the SEM pictures of fibers made of metal
elements: Al, Ag, Zn, and Cu.
(a) Al fibers (b) Cu fibers
(c) Ag fibers (d) Zn fibers
Figure 6.32.: SEM pictures of casted metals by melt-spinning. a)Aluminum fibers b)Copper
fibers c) Silver fibers d) Zink fibers. They are almost rectangular in the shape of ribbons. Silver
and Copper tend to have smaller sizes.
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(a) Ni3Al fibers (b) Ni3AlB0.4 fibers
Figure 6.33.: SEM pictures of casted intermetallic alloys by melt-spinning. a)Ni3Al fibers
b)Ni3AlB0.4 fibers. They are almost rectangular in the shape of ribbons.
As it can be seen in this pictures, in principle it is possible to make micro-
ribbons/fibers using single metal elements. However, they do not seem to have
a homogeneous size distribution and their cross sections are mostly rectangular
instead of circular. Cu and Ag seems to be able to make smaller fibers. In case of
silver, the irregular shape of casted material cannot be considered neither perfect
fiber nor ribbon. There are some round particles among the Ag fibers as well.
Moving to the next class of materials, two different compositions of alloys were
selected for melt-spinning: Ni3Al and Ni3AlB0.4. It does not seem to be a big
difference between these two alloys based on their SEM pictures in Figure 6.11.
Although, their behavior during casting is slightly different. Some small round
fibers are visible in their batch but are mostly ribbon-shaped with rectangular
cross sections. There can be seen holes and defects on the fibers/ribbons surfaces.
The surface of ribbons/fibers does not seem to be smooth and is quiet rough.
Another class of material used was conventional alloys such as stainless steel grades.
For this purpose, 3 different austenitic grades of stainless steel were casted by melt-
spinning: 316-Ti, 316-L, and 304. The exact chemical composition of these alloys
can be found in Appendix. Figure 6.11 shows the SEM pictures of these fibers.
The smallest fibers with mostly round shape seems to be possible using 316-Ti
grade. Some flat-shaped bigger micro-ribbons are also visible but they are mostly
smaller fibers in the range of 10µm to 15µm width. Most irregular shape of fibers
with lots of surface holes and defects belong to 316-L stainless steel. 304 stainless
steel fibers tend to be larger but are mostly rectangular ribbon-shape.
The last group of material which is the most appropriate one to work with melt-
spinning are those alloys designed to form glassy structure. Figure 6.11 shows the
SEM pictures of fibers made of Fe40Ni40B20 and a Cobalt-based alloy commercially
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(a) 316-Ti stainless steel fibers (b) 316L stainless steel fibers
(c) 304 stainless steel fibers
Figure 6.34.: SEM pictures of casted stainless steel alloys by melt-spinning. a)316-Ti stainless
steel fibers b)316-L stainless steel fibers c)304 stainless steel fibers. 316-Ti stainless steel is
able to make more circular smaller fibers in the range of 10 to 15µm.
(a) Vitrovac 6025X alloy fibers (b) Fe40Ni40B20 alloy fibers
Figure 6.35.: SEM pictures of casted amorphous alloys by melt-spinning. a)vitrovac 6025X
fibers b)Fe40Ni40B20 fibers. Fibers made of vitrovac seems to have smaller sizes and more
round/circular shape.
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known as vitrovac 6025X. Both of these alloys are designed to form amorphous
alloy. They are easy to be casted and processed by melt-spinning. Fibers made of
vitrovac seems to be mostly circular and even more circular than fibers made of
Fe40Ni40B20. One small chapter is allocated for characterization of vitrovac fibers
at the end of this thesis because of its unique magnetic properties.
6.12. Fiber formation
One of the ways to understand the behavior of melt-spinning for fiber formation
was using the high-speed camera movies from the ejection process. At this section
two movies taken from ejection process by applying standard parameters using
25µm and 50µm slit sizes and are shown in Figure 6.37.
As it can be seen in Figure 6.37, by using 50µm slit size, during the melt ejection
a stationary melt-puddle forms. It can also be seen that some small droplets as a
minor product also get ejected from the slit. The size of this stationary puddle is
about 3000µm. Using 25µm slit size, no melt-puddle forms. single melt droplets
with the diameter of 1200µm are formed and ejected from the slit by the constant
time interval. It can also be seen that the first ejected droplet does not wet the
wheel and moves further on the surface of the wheel whereas the second droplet
vanishes (wets) the wheel surface at around 8mm distance from the center of
slit opening. This disappearance distance to form the thin film is approximately
constant and can be seen in the full video attached to this thesis file in forms of
a video. Due to low resolution of camera, the creation of film cannot be captured
during high-speed camera filming. The thickness of the thin film is approximated
afterwards based on the thickness of formed fibers.
Figure 6.36.: SEM picture from a ribbon produced by melt-spinning partially broken to smaller
width down to 1µm.
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(a) 50µm slit size (b) 25µm slit size
Figure 6.37.: images taken from high speed camera movies during melt ejection a) Creation of
melt-puddle during melt ejection using 50µm slit size. The puddle is stationary. b) No puddle
creation using 25 µm slit size, and melt ejection droplet by droplet. There is a time interval
between the ejection of each droplet.
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Another way to study the fiber formation by melt’spinning was to take a closer
look at its failed products. Figure 6.36 shows the ribbon which was broken to
smaller widths down to 1µm but it could not break completely along its length.
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7.1. Experimental parameters effect
Modeling and studying melt-spinning system for ribbon formation was done by
different groups and scientists[58], [59], [56]. Starting from the same system and
modifying the device for micro-fiber fabrication, the original idea initiated from
breaking down the melt puddle or in other words the ribbon to ribbons with
smaller widths and eventually making micro-fibers. Following this idea, the first
modification done on the device was changing the type of wheel surface structure.
The result of this idea which was shown in Figure 6.4 shows that by roughening and
structuring the wheel we are able to make this transition from ribbons to micro-
ribbons. Since we are starting from a ribbon system going to the direction of
microfibers, it is difficult to define an exact transition point to distinguish between
the terms "micro-ribbons" and "micro-fibers". That is why from this point on, we
consider all micro-ribbons as micro-fibers and in stead we evaluate their deviation
from the perfect circular micro-fiber size and geometry. Therefore, structuring
wheel was one successful approach to generate microfibers by melt-spinning. This
is the first time, one could generate fibers using melt-spinning.
Going back to Figure 6.4, based on the wheel surface structures, one could expect
the production of ribbons with the width comparable to the distance between the
grooves on wheel surface. However, looking at the mean width values of micro-
ribbons fabricated on the wheels contradict this prediction. In fact, in all cases, the
fibers width is smaller than the distance between grooves or the size of the grooves
themselves. Among different wheel types, the most promising small microfibers
were made on wheel type C. The reason for this result cannot solely depend on
the size of the grooves this wheel has, and it could be more actually the effect of
how the melt wets the wheel surface.
Going back to Figure 6.5, it depicts one major problem of this approach. Indeed,
the grooves make the molten alloy film to break down to smaller films and because
of the groove structure, the liquid films cannot easily dewet the surface or laterally
detach from the wheel. Thus, they attach to the wheel surface. Solidified alloy
inside the grooves do not allow the wheel to have the same surface for reproducing
the same fibers, and reproducibility is one of the concerns on this project. This
is why in the next part, the focus of modifying the device for fiber formation was
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moved toward other parts and parameters. Then the flat wheel remained as the
constant part of melt-spinning.
The second major geometrical change toward fabricating fibers was to move from
bigger slit sizes to smaller slit sizes. Starting from 400µm slit size toward 25µm
slit size, we move from small ribbons to small microfibers (see Figure 6.2). As it
was already mentioned in Figure 6.2 before, if we assume a line for both fibers
width and thickness vs slit size, the slope of this line is 8.5 times larger for fibers
width comparing to fibers thickness. If at each slit size, the minimum ejection
pressure is used, keeping all the other parameters constant, it could be expected
to form a film with the same thickness. This can be the reason that fibers thickness
does not depend significantly on the slit size in comparison with fibers width. We
observed from Figure 6.9 that the the slit size is around 5 times larger than the
fibers width. Russew et al [55] explained that in PFMS, the width of the ribbon
is equal to the slit opening when the distance between wheel and slit is small(G
is small). However, here, even though we are close to the wheel, the slit size is 5
times larger than the fibers width. This could mean the ribbon with the width
equal to slit size can break down to smaller ribbons and fibers eventually.
The cumulative counting of fibers width and thickness can be a good approach to
observe the behavior of fiber formation under different experimental conditions.
Since it does not only present the size distribution of fibers and it also shows how
the size distribution gets saturated, when the behavior of system is different, its
saturation behavior deviates from the other curves. Looking at Figure 6.11, we
see that there are 3 categories of size saturation for the width of the fibers. One
belongs to the smallest slit size 25µm, next one belongs to 50µm and 100µm, and
the third category belongs to 200µm slit size. It is not incorrect if we say the
larger the slit size gets, the closer we become to the original melt-spinning ribbon
formation system. So here, the 200µm slit size has a big deviation from smaller
slit sizes such as 50µm and 100µm. The next shift is when we reach 25µm slit size.
At Figure 6.37 from high speed camera movie we saw that there is a melt puddle
at 50µm slit size during ejection while no melt puddle forms for 25µm and the
whole process of fiber formation relies on droplets wetting the wheel surface with
a constant time interval between each droplet. Though, the source of width value
deviation at 25µm and 50µm slit sizes can be understood based on their different
mechanism of film formation. This droplet system might be a source for rounder
fibers as well.
We observed at Figure 6.12 that at 25µm slit size, we have more than 50% round
fibers. This percentage of round fibers decreases significantly as we get closer to
bigger slit sizes.
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Since the whole process of fiber formation relies on wetting a wheel surface, rapid
solidification and then detaching the wheel, it is needed to know the possibility
of using different wheel materials. The wheel material is important from two
main aspects: first, the wheel is a tool to remove the sink of heat quickly from
the molten metal film; which means it is important to have a high heat transfer
coefficient. And secondly, to be compatible with the alloy we want to use, so
how the material can wet the wheel surface. It is clearly not possible to go to
the range of 16.3 W/m.K heat conductivity for the wheel (based on the result of
melt-spinning on stainless steel wheel), and one order of magnitude higher heat
conductivity is needed to be able to quench the material fast enough prohibiting
lateral solidification of molten metal on the wheel. As it was already mentioned,
the type of wheel material does not matter as long as the alloy can wet its surface
and it has heat conductivity in the order of 385 W/m.k, and it does not need
necessarily to be made of pure copper.
Until here, we mostly talked about parameters which we need to modify the device
itself such as structuring the wheel surface, changing the size of the slit used or the
type of the wheel material. However, from now on if we stick to the flat copper
wheel with a certain slit size, the rest of the parameters can be investigated easier.
One key parameter is the wheel speed. The effect of wheel speed on melt-spinning
ribbons has been already investigated enough [56], [55]. If we use 50µm slit size
which forms the puddle, the wheel speed determines the length of this puddle
(eventually length of the fibers). If we have a constant applied pressure (which
means constant ejection speed), the mass per unit area coming on the wheel is
constant at any wheel speed. What differs is how fast this mass can be removed
from the wheel upon solidification. So the immediate effect of wheel speed must
be on the quenching rate of the alloy. This was also studied by Tkatch et al [56] for
melt-spinning ribbons and he found out that the wheel speed affect cooling rate
and the consequent cooling rate influences ribbon thickness (cooling rate / d 3.1).
Besides, the faster this wheel rotates, the thinner the formed film will become.
So one should expect that the fibers thickness must be changed a lot at different
wheel speeds. Looking at Figure 6.14 we see that the thickness from the mean
value of about 5µm, reaches more than 15µm (3 times larger). What was observed
at cumulative counting of fibrs size in Figure 6.15 was two different slopes for fibers
width and thickness at V=18m/s. One possible explanation is that at low speeds,
the mass flux removal rate is slower than higher wheel speeds. Keeping a mass
for longer time on the wheel might lead to film attaching to the wheel. As time
goes by and more mass comes to the wheel, a thicker film forms because previous
film could not detached the wheel yet. Although wheel speed affects the fibers
roundness as well, but its effect on this geometry is not as significant as its effect
on fibers thickness.
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Changing the ejection pressure in the melt-spinning system from the minimum
pressure needed to eject the metal to higher pressures was investigated next. From
the Figure 6.17, it was obvious that there must be an optimum pressure to obtain
the smallest fibers width and thickness, which here happened to be 1000mbar.
Even looking at the cumulative count of fibers sizes at Figure 6.18 shows that
the behavior of the system at optimum pressure differs from lower and higher
pressures (800mbar and 1500mbar here). Looking closer at Figure6.19 however
has some interesting information in it. The roundest fibers with the aspect ratios
up to 1.5 are more than 40% at the highest pressure (1500mbar). If we consider
800mbar as the lowest ejection pressure, it seems like that the best ejection pressure
for forming fibers has to be slightly higher than the lowest ejection pressure.
The ejection temperature clearly affects the viscosity and surface tension of the
melt, eventually the fiber formation. However, one thing must be remembered here
and that is the fact that here, it is more emphasized on the amount of overheating
( T=Tejection   Tmelt). In fact, the heating program itself matters more in case
of alloys with certain phase diagrams. e.g. when there is a phase separation
or precipitation involved. Since the maximum temperature the BN crucible could
tolerate was around 1500 C, and the melting point of Fe40Ni40B20 alloy was about
1150 C, not so many different overheating ranges could be selected. Here the
overheating of about 200 C and 300 C were chosen. Less than 200 C overheating,
the viscosity of the melt and the surface tension is so high that melt ejection is
almost impossible. More than 300 C overheating is also not possible due to crucible
restriction. However, even only 100 C difference at overheating can clearly result in
different fibers sizes. According to Figure 6.20, the mean thickness value of fibers
at higher temperature (1450 C) is slightly smaller than the lower temperature
(1350 C). Instead, the width of the fibers fabricated at higher temperature have
much wider size distribution comparing to lower temperature(their mean value is
still smaller though). One reason for this wide distribution of fibers width can
be explained by the limitation of the device at its current state. Due to lack of
temperature control that can keep the temperature constant during the whole time
of ejection, and even though there is a temperature system installed, its feedback
is not fast enough for such short ejection times; thus, starting from 1450 C, the
fluctuations are stronger toward the lower temperatures, leaving the fabrication on
a range of temperatures in stead of a certain ejection temperature. Of course, if
the temperature drops lower than melting point or even a bit above that point, the
ejection would stop immediately. In stead, at 1350 C this fluctuation is smaller
leading to narrower size distribution. Apart from the size distribution, the behavior
of melt in creating fibers at these two selected temperatures is really similar and
can be clearly seen in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.22 shows the effect of ejection temperature on morphology of fibers.
Around 60% of fibers have AR<2 at T=1350 C whereas this number is limited to
42% at T=1450 C. One possible explanation could be due to higher surface tension
of melt at lower temperature which makes them have rounder borders, eventually
making them more circular.
The other parameter which affects fabricating fibers is the distance between the slit
nozzle opening and the wheel surface (G). Indeed, if this distance is considerably
larger than the slit size we might exit completely from planar flow melt spinning
system and reach chill block melt-spinning system[56]. In this regard, and to see
how this distance affects the fiber formation three G values were selected: 100µm,
200µm ,and 300µm. Lower than 100µm was not possible due to the safety distance
between the wheel and the nozzle in case of wheel vibration, and more than 300µm
distance could not form any fibers. Before we start analyzing the shape or size of
the fibers, it is important to point out that the melt ejected from the slit did not
form equal amount of fibers at all G values. So there must be a critical distance
that more than that no fiber can be formed. At G=300µm, we observed that more
than 89% of ejected melt solidifies in form of particles and only about 11% wet the
wheel surface forming fibers. However in case of G=200µm and G=100µm, this
number (amount of fibers) is about 86% and 77% respectively.
Continuing on how G could affect the size distribution of fibers in Figure 6.23, we
can see the mean value of the thickness at all G values is still in the same range
although it has a bit narrower size distribution at G=300µm. However, in case
of fibers width size distribution, there is a big difference between G=100µm with
G=200µm and G=300µm. The mean value is shifted to values 2 times larger, and
the distribution is much wider. At G=200µm and G=300µm, they have the same
width mean value and size distribution.
Figure 6.24 shows what we have just described in a more clear way. The behavior of
thickness size values is the same at all G values meaning the distance between the
wheel and the slit nozzle does not affect the thickness of the formed film (eventually
fibers thickness). However, the deviation of fibers width values at G=100µm from
the other 2 G values is even more clear here. It was mentioned before that in PFMS
if we get close enough to the wheel, we must be able to form ribbons with the width
equal to the slit opening size. At G=100µm, we observe that the maximum fibers
width is equal to 50µm which is the size of slit opening. However, its width mean
value deviates from this prediction which is understandable because the system is
modified toward fiber formation, and the film could have been broken to smaller
width later during the process.
Going to Figure 6.25 to evaluate the shape of the fibers, we see that the roundest
fibers with AR<2 belongs to G=200µm. This amount is slightly less at G=300µm.
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However only 25% of fibers have AR<2 at G=100µm. Again, the closer we are to
the wheel, the closer the system is to original planar flow melt-spinning, ideal for
forming wide ribbons. Since we are not affecting film thickness significantly, one
could expect to have larger AR at wider width values.
In the system we use for fabricating fibers we rely mostly on the wheel for cooling
down and solidifying the melt. All the experiments are done in a closed chamber
filled by Argon gas. The standard pressure used for all experiments as mentioned
before is 400mbar. However, to see if this pressure helps at all with the fiber
formation, the same experimental conditions were applied to make fibers at near
vacuum, and higher pressure (800mbar). Vacuum was created using the rotary
pump and the final pressure was less than 10 5mbar.
Figure 6.26 shows the size distribution of fibers. The fibers thickness created at
P < 10 5mbar, have thickness 2 times higher than high pressures (400mbar and
800mbar). Chamber pressure in fact helps with the quenching rate of melt and
we already discussed that the quenching rate can change ribbon/fiber thickness.
The effect of chamber pressure is of course not as significant as wheel speed but
it does affect the thickness as expected. The shift of mean value for fibers width
is even higher for P < 10 5mbar and is about 3 times more than P=400mbar and
800mbar. Thus, there are at least two things that can be interpreted here. At near
vacuum (P < 10 5mbar), it is still possible to form micro-fibers. So in case it is
needed for a certain alloy, the process can run in vacuum (very low pressures) for
microfibers fabrication. However, at the same time, it is clear that the chamber
pressure does affect the process of solidification. The best size distribution for fibers
width and thickness belongs to P=400mbar and there is no linearity between the
chamber pressure and smaller fibers sizes. In figure 6.27 it is even more clear the
deviation of fiber formation behavior at P < 10 5mbar from the other pressures,
specially for fibers width. The reason there is no linear decrease of size by applying
more chamber pressure could be related to the gas turbulence which is created at
higher chamber pressures inside the chamber. In a closed chamber with a wheel
running at 60m/s speed, the more gas we fill, the more gas turbulence we create
inside. This gas flow can eventually disturb the process itself. We observed so
far that for forming fibers it is important to first wet the wheel surface and form
the film, and later the film break down and dewetting the wheel. However, if by
the gas turbulence we disturb the first step, which is the formation of thin film
by destabilizing the conditions, we can no longer form fibers at some point. Due
to device limitation the critical chamber pressure in which one can no longer form
any fibers could not be shown here.
Figure 6.28 shows the effect of chamber pressure on the shape of the formed fibers.
The roundest fibers(60% of fibers with AR<2) belong to P=400mbar. This amount
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at P=800mbar is slightly less but at P < 10 5mbar, less than 20% of fibers have
the round shape.
Chamber pressure for sure help cooling down the chamber, helping faster solidifi-
cation of molten metal. When this gas is missing, it takes longer time for the alloy
to solidify. Thus, they need to spend more time on the wheel to solidify.
Going through some of the possible parameters affecting the fiber formation, if
we gather all the data related to the shape of fibers, we get Figure 6.29. Since
we are dealing with a system starting from ribbon formation to the direction of
micro-fibers, the closer the fibers cross-section AR to 1, the closer we are to the
circular fiber shape. In this figure, it is counted that which percentage of fibers
have a certain aspect ratio and width. If we need fibers with 1<AR<1.5, to have
the maximum number of fibers with this such AR, we see that the red, orange and
yellow regions (maximum counting) belong to the fibers with width<10µm. We
already observed that the thickness of fibers is less affected by different parameters
comparing to the width of fibers, and the range of thickness changes limits mainly
up to 10µm (except some parameters such as wheel speed that can change this
number to 20 µm). So if one could control the width of fibers and keep them under
10µm, one can expect to have the most circular fibers in this range.
For better predicting the thickness of fibers based on experimental parameters,
Figure 6.30 was made. Based on the data at different experimental parameters,
equation 6.1 for Fe40Ni40B20 alloy was obtained. As one can expect, the thickness
of fibers for a certain material with a certain liquid density, is proportional to
the applied ejection pressure and slit size, and is inversely proportional to wheel
speed. To understand this formula better, a better understanding of the whole
parameters in this system is needed.
Going toward the direction of understanding system, we can start from the most
important concept most melt-spinning parameters are connected to and that is "
mass flow per unit area " (MFA). Thickness of the film created on the wheel is
strictly connected to this mass flow per area. For defining the mass flow per unit
area we have:
MFA =
m
A
(7.1)
where m is the ejected mass and A is the area this mass is moving before cre-
ating the film. So the area this mass is flowing to is the area along the length
of slit opening (1cm in our system) and the distance it moves on the wheel. For
calculating A we have:
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Figure 7.1.: Schematic drawing of applied pressures on melt inside the nozzle and slit opening
A = S ⇥ x (7.2)
where S is the length of the slit and x is the distance the ejected mass can move. To
calculate the distance the mass can move, we can write with good approximation:
x = t⇥ V (7.3)
where t is the ejection time and V is the wheel speed.
So now for MFA one can write:
MFA =
m
V ⇥ t⇥ S (7.4)
The higher this mass flow, the thicker the film is created on the wheel. So we
already can see why thickness is inversely proportional to wheel speed (V). The
faster the wheel rotates, the lower the mass flow is which creates thinner films and
fibers.
To connect other experimental parameters to MFA, let us assume a constant wheel
speed(V), and ejection mass(m) (The slit length S is already constant and is 1cm).
According to equation 7.4, MFA↵ 1t . Ejection time t depends on several experimen-
tal parameters including the pressure applied on the melt. To be able to connect
the ejection time to applied pressure ( P ), one can write the following equations
from Figure 7.1 which represents schematically the slit nozzle:
P1 + ⇢
V1
2
2
= P2 + ⇢
V2
2
2
+ ⇢gh (7.5)
⇢V2
2S2   ⇢V12S1 = S1P1   (S2   S1)(P1 + ⇢V1
2
2
)  S2P2 (7.6)
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V1P1 = V2P2 (7.7)
where P1,V1, and S1 are the applied pressure on the melt, the velocity as a con-
sequence of this pressure, and the area this pressure is applied to (nozzle area).
P2,V2, and S2 are the pressure applied on the melt at the ejection point, the ejec-
tion speed, and the area this final pressure is applied to (at slit opening) and ⇢ is
the melt liquid density. If we solve equations 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7, we will have:
V2 =
vuuut 2 P
⇢[2  (S2
S1
)  (S2
S1
)2]
(7.8)
.
Since S2 << S1, we can neglect S2/S1. In this case we have:
V2 ⇡
s
 P
⇢
(7.9)
.
We already discussed that MFA/ 1t , and t is / 1V2 . So one can sayMFA /
q
 P
⇢ .
Film (fiber) thickness itself is proportional to MFA. For a certain alloy with a
constant liquid density ⇢, then thickness / p P . This is in agreement from
experimentally obtained equation 6.1.
From equation 7.9 we observed that the ejection speed (V2) depends on the pressure
differences( P ). The minimum pressure that need to be applied in order to eject
the melt should overcome the surface tension of the liquid( ). One can estimate
the minimum pressure by:
Pmin ⇡ 4 
 
(7.10)
where   is the slit size and   is the surface tension of the melt. Now we know why
thickness depends on slit size. thickness / p P and Pmin / 1  ; Thus, thickness
is inversely proportional to slit size.
So far we discussed how mass flow affects the size of the fibers (thickness); however,
it is not only the mass flow on the wheel that determines the size of fibers, but
also the ability of the wheel to take away this mass and solidifies the film. That is
where the wheel materials and speed comes into account. For solidifying the melt,
we are counting on different factors: We expect the melt to wet the wheel surface,
that being said it is important to have a wheel made possible for the alloy to wet
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its surface. The second factor is the heat transfer coefficient of the wheel. The
higher this coefficient, the more heat can be transferred to the wheel from the melt.
That is the reason a stainless steel wheel could not make fibers while the copper
wheel could under the same conditions. The thermal conductivity coefficient of
stainless steel used for that wheel is about 16.3 W/m.k which is smaller an order
of magnitude than the copper wheel (385 W/m.k). The last parameter is the
wheel speed which affect wetting, heat-transfer, and dewetting at the same time.
Wheel speed was already discussed in this chapter and how it affects fibers sizes.
It significantly changes the quenching rate of the melt and the quenching rate is
inversely proportional to fibers thickness. The same principle is valid for ribbon
thickness by melt-spinning.
7.2. Reproducibility and capability of melt
spinning in fiber formation
In this project, the first aim was to develop a device capable of fabricating alloy
microfibers. In this regard some parts of the device was modified and the rest
of parameters were studied to reach the suitable parameters for fabricating mi-
crofibers. Since the device is going through an industrial path, it is important
to make sure that the resulting fibers under certain experimental conditions have
always the same range of sizes and shapes, and the second step is to evaluate the
possibility of working with different class of materials within the same principle.
So the same principle was applied to different classes of materials.
From Figure 6.31, it was very clear that repeating the same experimental con-
ditions for Fe40Ni40B20 alloy will result in fibers constant width and thickness
values. Moving from Fe40Ni40B20 alloy to other types of alloys and elements, we
observed that in principle it is possible to make fibers using other materials. It
was evident that the result of melt-spinning for amorphous-alloys such as vitrovac
was the most promising one. For single metal elements such as Ag, Zn, Al or Cu
produced fibers lack homogeneity in their shape and sizes. Ag, as a metal with
low electrical resistivity is not a proper candidate to be melted by an induction
method (copper coil) since Joule heating in induction method relies on metal elec-
trical resistivity. Thus, serious problems would encounter melting it and keeping
the melt temperature constant while ejection. Intermetallic alloys such as Ni3Al
and Ni3AlB0.4 had high melting points and one reason for their big fiber sizes
could be due to low overheating. Corrosion of BN crucible was another problem
which will not be discussed further here. Stainless steel fibers had the same prob-
lem similar to Ni3Al since corrosion of BN crucible was an issue for them. Melt
thermal fluctuation and slag formation were other technical problems prohibiting
formation of homogeneous fibers. Even though many technical problems were in-
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volved with different class of materials, one could expect this problems to be fixed
and optimized since the process worked for all of them in principle.
7.3. High speed camera movie
High speed camera movies taken from melt-ejection process using two different slit
sizes was an important step toward understanding the process of fiber formation.
Based on experimental results of using different slit sizes, we were aware of the
deviation between saturation behavior of fibers width using the 25µm and 50µm.
This difference in behavior can be explained by their different nature of film for-
mation. Based on Figure 6.37, when we have 50µm slit size, it forms a melt-puddle
of about 3mm. The puddle is stationary with slight disruption of some droplets
ejecting out, so one should expect longer fibers forming here comparing to 25µm
slit size, and this prediction matches real results. Going to smaller slit size: 25µm
slit size, no melt-puddle forms at all. In fact, there are individual droplets wetting
wheel surface in the process. Each droplet is ejected with a constant time delay
sequentially. Some of the droplets cannot wet the surface because their surface
tension is very high and if upon falling on the wheel with the high centrifugal
force applied on them, wetting the wheel is not favorable , and they might only
be accelerated and leave the wheel without forming any film. Besides, the lack of
stationary puddle means fibers should have more or less a certain range of length
if we assume all droplets have the same range of diameters. In this movie, these
droplets are about 0.6 mm. If this droplets wets the wheel surface and forms the
thin film, the equivalent volume of this film can be easily calculated:
4
3
⇡r3 = t⇥ w ⇥ l (7.11)
where t is film thickness, w is film width, and l is the length of this film. The
thickness of the film is equal to the thickness of fibers, so the mean value of 5µm
can be assumed for the film thickness. The length of final fibers are also constant
and is in the range of 200mm. Now we are able to calculate the width of the formed
film. Putting these values in equation 7.11, the film width must be around 0.9 mm.
From SEM pictures in Figure 6.36 we observed that fibers are possibly formed after
breaking down the film to smaller widths. If we follow this assumption, it means
that each droplet wetting the wheel and forming a thin film of 0.9 mm wide, must
break down later to around 60 fibers. (We divided total width of film to the mean
width of fibers formed afterwards). Again, this matches experimental result during
melt-ejection.
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breaks down 
Figure 7.2.: Plausible fiber formation mechanism. The film created on rotating wheel breaking
down to smaller widths at node points.
7.4. Possible fiber formation mechanism
Based on all the results and discussions, the process of fiber formation by melt-
spinning can be explained in 2 steps: i) metal melt wetting the rotating wheel and
film formation ii) spontaneous breaking of the film to form fibers. The first step
is very clear and different parameters e.g. wheel speed, wheel material affect this
film formation. The exact mechanism of film breakage is however not known. One
plausible explanation is an approach similar to Rayleigh instability and formation
of droplets out of a continuous liquid flow. Figure 7.2 shows schematically what we
think happens to the formed film. Due to enormous centrifugal force applied on
the film (and high wheel rotation frequency), one could expect to have non-ideal
wetting of the film on the wheel surface. If this film becomes thiner at some node
points, film will eventually break to smaller widths. This is in agreement with all
the experimental results we had. In high speed camera movie section we observed
that even a single droplet can contribute to a film 0.9 mm wide, and solidifies in
forms of fibers with 5µm mean width size. Some SEM figures from failed products
when the ribbon breakage to smaller fibers were not fully successful are aligned
with this explanation as well. Of course some other parameters can influence and
enhance this film breakage such as wheel surface roughness. More precise fiber
formation mechanism and modeling of course could be done in further studies.
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Part II.
Stainless Steel Microfibers

8. Introduction to Stainless Steel
8.1. Steel: Fe-C phase diagram
Steel is usually defined as an alloy of Iron and Carbon for 0.15-1.4 wt%C. A typical
phase diagram of steel is shown in Figure 8.1[60] for carbons up to 7% atom between
600 C and 1600 C. Each temperature and composition contributes to a specific
thermodynamically stable phase. The stable phase of iron below about 900 C (↵)
and above about 1400 C ( ) is called ferrite which has a body centered cubic (bcc)
crystal structure. The thermodynamically stable phase of iron between 900 C and
1400 C is austenite ( ) with faced center cubic (fcc) crystal structure[61]. Steel
is hard and durable comparing to pure Iron even with slight addition of carbon
atoms because carbon atoms while solving in Fe-fcc or Fe-bcc structure rearrange
themselves within interstitial sites of iron lattice. Consequently, iron atoms have
smaller range of movement ability. Thus, carbons cause a glue effect, strengthening
the iron against deformation and fracture. The solubility of carbon in austenite
is higher comparing to ferrite due to higher number of available interstitial sites.
If we cool slowly austenite, and it reaches its lower thermodynamically stable
ferrite phase, the excess C content needs to be precipitated in form of carbide or
graphite.[62].
8.2. Hardening mechanisms of steels
There are different mechanisms which can be used in hardening steel. In this
section we shortly describe the most common steel hardening mechanisms including
strain hardening, grain size hardening and precipitation hardening.
8.2.1. Strain hardening
Strain hardening is a common method for steel hardening. One reason for that is
the high melting temperature of steel. Strain hardening or in other words "work-
hardening" is based on introducing dislocations into crystallites of steel so much
that while interacting with each other, they get pinned or entangled with each
other. This way, the dislocation movement which is the most dominant defor-
mation mechanism at low-temperatures is interrupted. Consequently it harden
the material. Cold work is commonly used for high melting point alloys at rela-
tively low temperatures when T 0. 5Tm. At T 0. 5Tm, atoms cannot rearrange
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Figure 8.1.: Binary Fe-C phase diagram between 600 C and 1600 C for C content up to 7%
atom[60].
themselves thus the effect remains. In contrast, hot work is done above the recrys-
tallization temperature of alloys. Hot working is able to induce larger deformations
comparing to cold work but it causes in many alloys surface oxidation. Thus, is
not as popular as cold work[63, 64].
8.2.2. Grain size hardening
Grain size as one of the parameters that affects steel microstructure, contributes
on changing its bulk mechanical properties including hardness. To evaluate the
size of grains, optical microscopy is commonly used and in some cases XRD (peak
broadening for nanocrystals). By decreasing the grain size, it is possible to harden
and strengthen alloys and metals. Of course, smaller grains are able to pack closer
and denser together. Thus, by applying an external stress it is more difficult to
move and reposition atoms[62, 65, 66]. One can control the grain size by controlling
the cooling curve of alloy. The faster the cooling process, the less time crystals
have to grow, leading to smaller grain size. On the contrary, annealing an alloy (in
the grain growth temperature range) leads to larger grains. The famous Hall-Petch
equation for expected increase in strength of material by decreasing the grain size
is given at equation 8.1, [67, 68, 69]:
 y =  0 +Kd
 1 (8.1)
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Where  0 is the friction stress in the absence of grain boundaries, k is a constant
and d is the grain size. According to equation 8.1, the yield strength increases
when grain size becomes smaller because the smaller the grains become, the more
they pile up, fewer dislocations form in this condition[70, 71]. It is however shown
that Hall-Petch effect is valid until a critical grain size. This critical grain size
is usually below 10nm because in very small grains, grains are unable to support
dislocation pile-ups. Thus, in this regime, yield strength tend to decrease. This
effect is known as the inverse Hall-Petch effect (IHPE)[72, 73, 74].
8.2.3. Precipitation hardening
One example of precipitation hardening in steel is when steel goes to high temper-
atures, and it forms large iron carbide crystallites. These crystallites make the slip
deformation easier and cause softening of steel. If the steel stays longer at elevated
temperature, it can interrupt Fe-Fe or Fe-C bonds in pearlite or bainite allowing
cementite (Fe3C) to agglomerate into spheres and later get dispersed in the fer-
ritic matrix. When these spherical cementite crystallites disperse homogeneously
within the ferritic microstructure, they make the slip between grains harder lead-
ing to hardening of steel. This method is common in many alloys including Al-Cu
alloys. The heating process can be done using high energy sources such as laser
for local surface hardening which eventually make them more resistant to wears
as well. This principle can be used in many alloys. Since this method is based
on ageing material, is also known as "age-hardening"[62, 75]. So, in principle
this mechanism can be done by rapid cooling the alloy. The interaction mech-
anisms in which the precipitate could impede the dislocation motions could be
through chemical strengthening, stacking fault strengthening, modulus hardening,
coherency hardening, order strengthening[76, 77, 78].
8.3. Steel TTT diagram
Talking about rapid quenching steel and precipitating another phase, if we cool
austenitic steel with a colling rate high enough to suppress ferrite or bainite forma-
tion, we can have a transformation to martensite structure. Martensite crystals for
their needle-shape morphology increase the hardness of steel. The cooling program
must be high enough not to reach the nose of steel TTT diagram. The tangent
line to avoid the nose is considered as critical cooling rate. Figure 8.2 shows the
TTT diagram of different grades of stainless steels[79].
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Figure 8.2.: TTT diagram for several commercial austenitic stainless steels with different molyb-
denum and nitrogen contents[79].
8.4. Stainless steel
Stainless steel (SS), has a wide range of applications from kitchenware to medi-
cal equipments or even nuclear reactor components because of its high corrosion
resistance resulting from the passivation layer it forms[80, 81]. It is a remarkable
achievement of modern metallurgy and is an alloy with a minimum 12 weight
percent of chromium[82]. Chromium is added to protect steel from rusting and
corroding. Cr addition is used to achieve high corrosion and oxidation resistance;
besides it increases steel strength [83]. Other common alloying elements includes
Nickel, Molybdenum, Silicon, and Manganese. The influence of these alloying el-
ements on phase structure of steel were studied intensively, e.g. by Schaeffler.
The Schaeffler diagram is important because it evaluates which structure will be
obtained after rapid cooling from 1050 C to room temperature based on the pro-
portion of alloying elements. It is evident from Figure 8.3[84] that Ni is an austenite
stabilizer while Cr stabilizes ferrite. Other elements which stabilize ferrite are Ti,
Mo, Si, and Nb. Similar to Cr, other elements besides Ni stabilizing austenite are
C, and Mn. In equation 8.2 and 8.3, it is shown how to calculate the equivalent for
%Cr and %Ni content[85, 86]. The red dash-lines in Figure 8.3 show the equivalent
Ni and Cr content in the stainless steel used in this study. However, this diagram
does not allow us to determine the composition and volume of the carbide phase
formation.
%Ni = %Ni+%Co+ 0. 5%Mn+ 0. 3%Cu+ 25%N + 30%C (8.2)
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Figure 8.3.: Schaeffler diagram predicting the microstructure based on equivalent Cr% and
Ni%. The equivalent Cr% and Ni% of the stainless steel used in this study is marked by dash
lines[84].
%Cr = %Cr+2%Si+1. 5%Mo+5%V +5. 5%Al+1. 75%Nb+1. 5%T i+0. 75%W
(8.3)
Among the remarkable properties of stainless steel one can notice their high spe-
cific strength, high stiffness, high fracture toughness and corrosion resistance.
These properties make stainless steel to compete with lighter elements such as
Aluminum or Titanium even for applications such as aerospace. The next gener-
ation of stainless steel could be improved strength and corrosion stainless steels.
Several strategies could be used for such improvements e.g. carburizing, alloying,
thermochemical processing and more recently proved, grain refinement. Studies
show that grain refinement can improve greatly stainless steel strength and corro-
sion resistance[87, 88, 89, 80]. However, many studies showed that although the
strength improves significantly through grain refinement and nanocrystallization,
it provides very poor plastic elongation in stainless steel comparing to coarse-
grain stainless steel[90, 91]. Such problem arises from not ideal processing tech-
niques of nanocrystallization such as mechanical milling/alloying, crystallization
from amorphous materials or sever plastic deformation. These techniques lead to
not fully homogeneously distributed grain size and samples with residual internal
stress[92, 93].
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It was previously believed that grain refinement and nanocrystallization must lead
to low corrosion resistance because of their high free energy. However, in recent
years, many corrosion-resistance tests were contradictory to each other, showing
different corrosion behaviors. The routs of different behaviors might be due ot
different preparation techniques if we exclude the effect of type of electrolyte.
Different precessing techniques lead to not only different grain size, but also to
different level of homogeneity in grain size distribution, chemical composition,
dislocation density and other parameters affecting the corrosion behavior[80, 94].
Though, one cannot conclude how grain size directly affect the corrosion behavior
without considering other parameters.
Stainless steels are divided in four main groups based on their microstructure:
austenitic, ferritic, martensitic, and duplex. To cast each group, the composition
and heating/cooling program differs. Each main group offers its own mechanical,
magnetic, corrosion properties[95].
8.4.1. Austenitic stainless steel
Austenitic stainless steel grades contain a minimum 16 wt% of chromium and they
can be classified to series 200 and 300. The 200 series are Fe-Cr-Ni-Mn-N alloys
with minimum of 2 wt% Mn, while 300 series are based on Fe-Cr-Ni with maximum
2 wt%Mn according to AISI[86]. The grades 321 and 347 were developed by adding
Ti, V, and Nb to Fe-Cr-Ni steels. Mo is often added to increase pitting resistance.
Cu and V are often added to strengthen austenitic steels[96]. It was shown e.g. for
Super304H austenitic grade before that by adding B, V, Mo, Cu, and W one can
increase steel strength significantly[97]. The new austenitic heat-resistant steels
such as NF709 and SAVE25 are developed by replacing part of Ni with N[98, 99].
In this project, different austenitic grades of 300 series are used. They are the
most commonly used stainless steel grades and are widely used in applications
such as transport equipments, surgical equipments, kitchen utensils, jeweleries,
and implants[100].
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In this chapter the methods and materials used specifically to fabricate and analyze
stainless steel (SS316-Ti) microfibers is described. In case of regular materials
characterization techniques and text book material, the description is avoided.
9.1. Fabricating micro-fibers
Fibers were fabricated by melt-spinning from 316-Ti austenitic stainless steel. The
exact composition of this steels is presented in supplementary materials. This
alloys was casted by materials preparation department of Max Planck Institute for
Intelligent Systems in form of metal rodes. Experimental Conditions for fabricating
stainless steel fibers by melt-spinning are summarized in Table 9.1.
Figure 9.1.: Heat treatment program for SS316-Ti microfibers. Heating rate is 20 C/min and
after holding time, they are furnace cooled. The atmosphere is Argon.
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Table 9.1.: SS316-Ti fabrication experimental parameters
Wheel type V (m/s)   (µm) G (µm) P
(mbar)
 P
(mbar)
Tejection
( C)
Flat Cu wheel 60 50 200 400 1200 1400
9.2. Heat treatment
Some SS316-Ti microfibers were further heat treated by reaching austenisation
temperature step by step. The intermediate steps were 650 C and 750 C , holding
30min at each step. This holding time for the final step was 1h.The heating/cooling
program is shown in Figure 9.1. The heating rate was 20 C/min and the cooling
was furnace-cooled in an Argon atmosphere.
9.3. XRD and DTA measurements
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) experiments were carried out on a thermal
analyzer NETZSCH STA409C (NETZSCH Geraetebau GmbH, Selb) in a con-
stant flow of 50 ml·min 1 argon (>99.999%, Westfalen AG) with a heating rate of
10 K·min 1 in aluminum oxide crucibles. Before the measurements the thermal
analyzer was flushed 3 times with argon, followed by a conditioning period at
40 C for 30 min with extended flushing. The samples were heated to 800 C and
subsequently cooled down after reaching the maximum temperature. During the
measurements a NETZSCH oxygen trap system (OTS) was used, allowing for
residual oxygen contents below 1 ppm O2. The systems starts to work at about
300 C and reaches maximum efficiency above 500 C.For powder X-ray diffraction
measurements a ⇥/2⇥ -system was used. The instrument is using filtered Co-K↵1
and Co-K↵2 radiation and Bragg-Brentano-geometry. The sample were directly
used in forms of fiber.
9.4. TEM measurements
The fibers were prepared for cross-sectional imaging by a FIB (SCIOS-FEI dual
beam FIB/SEM focused ion beam) with a NiCol electron column and a gallium
liquid metal field ionization source. The Ga ions are used to mill out material and
the speed of milling is controlled by current. The SCIOS dual beam is also equipped
with a gas injection systems (GIS). In this case Pt (in an organometallic gas form
- (methyl-cyclopentadienyl) trimethyl platinum) is used as deposited material for
protecting the sample and for gluing over the transport-preparation process. Prior
to the cross sectioning, a layer of 200nm + 1.5µm of Pt was deposited on top
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of the sample in order to protect the area of interest during milling with the ion
beam. This layer will be referred as “protective layer” hereafter. A lamella was
cut out of the thin film along a cross section and attached to a micromanipulator
needle, and then transferred onto a Cu TEM grid. In order for the lamella to
be electron transparent for the TEM imaging a thinning step was performed at
different currents of the ion beam (from 1nA to 100pA). A final cleaning of the
lamella was necessary, in order to eliminate the Ga ions deposited on the sample
during milling. The cleaning steps where performed at 5kV and 48pA followed
by a lower voltage of 2kV and 27pA. A Philips CM200-FEG transmission electron
microscope (TEM) was used at 200kV for bright field imaging as well as for selected
area diffraction patterns.
9.5. Nanoindentation measurements
Fibers were glued by two-component super glue to a plastic sample holder. After
drying, their cross section was prepared by embedding them on Epofix resin and
hardener. Samples were grinded by 1200 and 2400 and 4000 SiC Sand papers and
polished further by 1µm diamond suspension, and Alumina powder suspension.
Cleaning was done using Isopropanol followed by fast-drying of a hair dryer.
Nanoindentation test was done using the Nanoindenter XP software. The con-
tinuous stiffness method was used for the measurements. The indenter tip was
cube-corner for SS316-Ti, otherwise stated (in supplementary materials, there are
some tests done by Berkovich tip). The surface approach velocity was 30nm/s,
and the surface approach distance was fixed to 3000nm. The harmonic displace-
ment was 2nm with 45Hz frequency. The strain rate was 0.05 1/s. The depth
limit of 250nm indentation was selected for SS316-Ti fibers. The Poisson ratio
was considered in the range of 0.28 to 0.30.
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SS316-Ti microfibers shape and size were characterized by SEM. The SEM pictures
from their top view and their cross sections view are shown in Figure 10.1a and
Figure 10.1b respectively . Figure 10.1a from the top view, shows fibers with
diverse shape and sizes. The smaller fibers are more circular while the larger fibers
have ribbon shapes. Some fibers have irregular border shapes. The widths of some
fibers are not always constant along the length of the fibers. Figure 10.1b shows
that the cross section of these fibers are almost rectangular instead of circular.
Size distribution of fibers (width and thickness from cross section view) is pre-
sented in Figure 10.2. This diagram shows that the average thickness and width
of fibers are 4µm and 14µm respectively. It was already shown in Figure 10.1a
and Figure 10.1b that the thickness is expected to have more constant values.
Here we see the distribution of thickness values is narrower than the width val-
ues. The fibers were further analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) regarding their
crystalinity. Figure 10.3 shows the diffraction pattern of quenched fibers and the
starting material before making fibers by melt-spinning. The starting material, as
expected, shows a mixture of bcc and fcc phases (ferrite and austenite). The fibers
however, show a diffusive peak between 2✓ = 40  60 . In fact no crystalline peak
could be detected from the fibers after melt-spinning.
To better understand the crystallization behavior of SS316-Ti, in-situ XRD of the
fibers were carried out between 400 C to 800 C in steps of 100 C. The XRD at
(a) full-view (b) cross-section view
Figure 10.1.: SEM pictures of SS316-Ti microfibers from top and cross-section view. The cross-
section is rectangular in stead of circular
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Figure 10.2.: Size distribution of SS316-Ti fibers (width and thickness). The mean value of
thickness is around 4µm while the mean value of their width is almost 3 times larger, around
13.9µm
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Figure 10.3.: XRD from SS316-Ti before and after melt-spinning process. The XRD pattern
of the alloy before melt spinning shows the presence of bcc and fcc phases. After the melt
spinning, a very broad diffusive peak is observed between 2✓ = 40    60 .
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Figure 10.4.: In-situ XRD of SS316-Ti at different temperatures. Each diffraction pattern is
obtained at room temperature after heating fibers and keeping them at proposed temperature
for 1 hour. The evolution of crystalization at different temperatures is clearly visible.
room temperature after holding at each temperature steps is obtained. The result
is shown in Figure 10.4. By increasing the temperature, the peaks get sharper.
For better estimation of glass transition temperature, DTA analysis from the same
fibers was carried out and is shown in Figure 10.5. The red line indicates the
heating process and the cooling curve is depicted by blue line. If we follow the
heating curve, at around 437 C, we see a turning point followed by a peak at
around 573.6 C. To make it more clear to find these points, the first derivative of
heating curve is depicted in black. This derivative curve shows that the transition
at around 437 C has to have a second-order nature, while the transition at 573.6 C
is a first-order transition. The bumpy shape of cooling curve at around 770 C is
due to crucible instabilities and should not be considered as a source of change in
the material.
The fibers microstructure was further investigated by TEM. After thinning the
fibers by focused ion beam (FIB), the TEM imaging and diffraction was done
on the fibers cross-section area. Figure 10.6 shows a TEM bright field image of
SS316-Ti cross section. No crystals can be seen in this region, and the diffrac-
tion pattern shows diffusive and broad ring pattern, which shows no preferred
crystalline orientation.
The same analysis was made on SS316-Ti fibers after subsequent heat-treatment
program. Figure 10.7-a shows the bright field image of its cross-section. There
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Figure 10.5.: DTA pattern obtained from amorphous 316-Ti stainless steel. At 437.8 C a weak
second order exothermal signal was detected as an indication of glass transition temperature.
At 573 C a first order exothermal signal was detected.
Figure 10.6.: a) TEM bright field image from the cross section area of as-quenched SS316-Ti
after melt-spinning. No crystals can be seen in the cross section b) the diffraction pattern from
this area shows a broad diffusive ring with no preferred crystalline orientation.
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Figure 10.7.: a) TEM bright field image from SS316-Ti fibers after heat treatment. Several
regions and crystals are visible with the average grain size of 84nm. Two distinctive areas is
observed. b) the diffraction pattern from darker grains shows a crystalline structure c) the lighter
grains shows a diffusive ring with presence of some diffracted points.
are numbers of grains visible in this picture which vary a lot in terms of size. To
estimate its average size a line is made as a diagonal and the average grain size is
estimated by dividing their size to the number of grains along the line. The result is
about 84nm. The diffraction pattern at different grains was obtained and here it is
shown two of them on Figures 10.7-b and Figures 10.7-c . The diffraction patterns
are significantly different from each other on these two grains. Figures 10.7-b
exhibit the crystalline structure while Figures 10.7-c exhibit a diffusive ring similar
to previous as-quenched fibers, this time with slight diffracted points within the
diffraction ring.
Since the diffraction ring of some grains of heat-treated fibers (Figures 10.7-c) were
similar to as-quenched fibers in Figure 10.6, to compare their difference better, the
intensity profile of diffusive rings are compared in Figure 10.8. It is evident that
the diffusive ring after heat-treatment is much sharper and it shows a peak in the
intensity profile while the previous as-quenched diffraction ring hardly shows any
peak in its intensity profile.
Of course, what could be seen in diffraction pattern of some heat-treated fibers was
the diffraction points on the ring itself which was not observed for as-quenched
fibers. To observe the image of such diffraction point, the dark field image is
obtained from each diffusive and diffraction points. These dark field TEM images
are shown in Figure 10.9. In fact, Figure 10.9 shows the bright field image taken
from heat-treated SS316-Ti cross-section, the diffraction pattern obtained from this
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Figure 10.8.: Intensity profile of diffusive ring before and after heat-treatment in SS316-Ti fibers
cross-section.
area, and the dark field images of each area shown in the diffraction pattern. The
diffracted pints belong to grains with parallel lines on their grains. The diffusive
ring however belongs to grains with no such structural lines.
Going to higher magnification on the grains with diffusive diffraction ring, several
more information can be extracted. This higher magnification image is shown in
Figure 10.10. The crystalline lattices with lattice parameter of 1.64 A is observed.
Some regions with lines are one order of magnitude bigger than lattice parameter.
In the area when two lattices meet each other, we can see clearly a stack fault.
Mechanical properties of as-quenched and heat-treated SS316-Ti were investigated
using nanoindentation. Figure 10.11 shows the Elastic Modulus and Hardness val-
ues for different amorphous alloys and our amorphous SS316-Ti and heat-treated
SS316-Ti. For comparison reason, the traditional SS316-Ti values (bulk-sample)
a) b) 
d) 
c) 
Figure 10.9.: a) Bright field TEM image from heat treated SS316-Ti cross-section b) Diffraction
pattern made on lighter grains of heat-treated SS316-Ti. c) Dark field TEM image of diffusive
part of the ring. d)Dark field TEM image of diffracted points of the ring.
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Figure 10.10.: TEM-bright field image from SS316-Ti light grain at higher magnification. the
crystalline lattice with a lattice constant of 1.64 A is visible. Where two lattices reach each
other, the dislocation is formed. There are areas indicated by an arrow, showing a moire fringe
structure.
are also added. The exact values of all these bulk metallic glasses samples and
their references is presented in Table 20.4 in supplementary materials. As it can
be seen, Hardness vs Elastic Modulus follows a line for bulk metallic glasses and
our as-quenched SS316-Ti stays close to this line. However, heat-treated SS316-Ti
has higher hardness than other amorphous alloys with the same elastic modulus.
In fact, if it wanted to stay within the line, it should have had less than 12 GPa
hardness. The traditional bulk crystalline SS316-Ti has much lower hardness than
any amorphous alloy and heat-treated SS316-Ti (7-times less than the heat-treated
SS316-Ti).
The effect of grain size on hardness of heat-treated SS316-Ti and other SS304 alloys
with different grain sizes are shown in Figure 10.12, these values are obtained from
F.K.Yan et al[101]. The heat-treated SS316-Ti does not stay close to the predicted
linear line (Hall-Petch formula) in this figure and has twice higher hardness value
(14GPa).
Further comparison between the as-quenched and heat-treated SS316-Ti was made
by wear-release test. This test makes a comparison between releasing ions into the
solution of study (BSF), and this gives a source of comparison for their resistance
against wear production. The concentration of ions in the solution was measured
by ICP-OES. Figure 10.13 shows the release of main ions (Fe,Ni,Cr) from as-
quenched and heat-treated SS316-Ti fibers into BSF solution. For releasing Cr
and Ni, the range of ion-release is quiet similar in case of as-quenched and heat-
treated SS316-Ti, although this release is slightly higher in case of as-quenched
fibers. Another trend that can be seen in this figure, is the increase of ion-release
by time in all cases. The slope of this increase decreases by time though. In
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Figure 10.11.: Hardness vs Elastic Modulus for different amorphous alloys, conventional
SS316-Ti, and our amorphous and heat-treated SS316-Ti. The complete value and compo-
sition for each alloy is presented in Table 1. All the amorphous alloys, including SS316-Ti follow
a line and the heat-treated SS316-Ti has higher hardness than all. The conventional crystalline
SS316-Ti has lower hardness than any other amorphous alloys.
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Figure 10.12.: Stainless steel hardness vs its grain size. Hardness has inversely a linear rela-
tion with square root of grain size of SS304. The heat treated SS316-Ti has twice the value of
its predicted hardness on the line. Data points from 304 stainless steel are taken from [101].
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Figure 10.13.: ICP-OESmeasurements of released ions (Fe,Ni,Cr) from as-quenched and heat-
treated SS316-Ti fibers into BSF saline solution. Measurements were done after 24,50, and 74h
of keeping fibers in BSF solution. As-quenched fibers in general release more ions than heat-
treated fibers. The ion release increase by time in all cases.
case of Fe-ions, there is a significant difference between the as-quenched and heat-
treated samples. This difference in the beginning is three times higher release for
as-quenched sample.
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11. Discussion
The SS316-Ti fibers obtained by melt-spinning have rectangular cross-sections in-
stead of round circular cross sections. This is due to the nature of the fabrication
process (planar flow melt-spinning). As discussed in the previous chapters, to have
round fibers one must control the fibers width values to be under 10µm. Here,
the mean width values is about 14µm leading to rectangular cross-sections. As ex-
pected, the thickness of the fibers has more narrow size distribution comparing to
their width size distribution because ejecting the melt with constant experimental
parameters, creates a film of a certain thickness that later breaks down to ribbons
and fibers with smaller widths. The experimental control over this breaking down
is much less than the thickness of the created film. Consequently, we fabricate
fibers (micro-ribbons) with more diverse width in their cross-section.
The broad XRD peak from the fibers is wider than what can be considered as a
crystalline peak. Even in case of nanocrystalization which leads to peak broad-
ening, the peak can not be as broad as 20  wide. The diffusive peak however,
can provide information about the short-range atomic ordering within material.
In fact, the similar peak is observed for most Fe-based glassy metals. This is
however the first time a commercial stainless steel grade can form an amorphous
structure within bulk region without adequate refractory element additives (amor-
phous stainless steel thin film is also reported before by Wang et al[102], [103]).
Based on Fe-C phase diagram one should expect to have austenite fcc phase with
traces of bcc phase after cooling down to room temperature. Following CCT di-
agrams of steel, one should also expect martensite formation in high quenching
rates. However, based on the XRD results, we understand that the quenching rate
must have been high enough to suppress crystallization in the first place during
quenching from liquidus temperature, and if austenite could not form in the first
place, it can no longer transform to martensite. We can estimate cooling rate by:
dT
dt
=
(Tejection   Tg)
XCp⇢
(11.1)
where  is thermal conductivity, X is film(fiber) thickness, ⇢ is melt liquid density,
and Cp is alloy specific heat capacity. If we put values of Table 11.1, we will have:
dT/dt=2.72 ⇥ 108  C/s. This cooling rate is so high that it prohibits any crystal
formation. Lubrosky et al[57], computed the cooling rate of alloy Fe40Ni40P14B6
as a function of its section thickness for splat quenching and for chill block melt
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Table 11.1.: Experimentally obtained values for SS316-Ti fibers
Tejection( C) Tg( C) ⇢ (g. cm 3) Cp
(J.Kg 1. K 1)

(W.m 1. K 1)
X (µm)
1450 437 7.75 502.416 16.3 4
spinning and showed that when the section thickness of this alloy reaches the order
of 1µm, the cooling rate can have the same order of magnitude as we have in our
system.(dT/dt=2.72 ⇥ 108  C/s).
In-situ analysis of SS316-Ti shows that crystalization of amorphous fibers starts
about 400 C, and it evolves up to austenization temperature (800 C). Even though,
this data gives us an approximation of when the crsytalization occurs, more accu-
rate data about glass transition temperature can be extracted from DTA analysis
in Figure 10.5. The first second order exothermic transition is observed at 437 C
as an indication of glass transition temperature. The second thermal transition
was observed at 573 C which can be due to phase transformation within alloy
contributing to higher temperature stable phases.
Since stainless steel was never reported as a potential alloy for forming glassy
metals, its glass forming ability is estimated using the reduced glass transition
temperature (Trg) approach. As shown by Z.P.Lu et al[12], there is a correlation
between glass forming ability with its reduce glass transition temperature. So,
Trg= Tg/Tl=437/1380=0.31. This value is in the spectrum of alloys which are not
originally designed to form glassy structures due to lack of deep eutectics. The
highest known values of Trg for metallic alloys are in the range of 0.66-0.69 [13],
[14]. It was shown before in Figure 4.3 that for each Trg, there exist a critical
cooling rate for forming glassy structure. Following this figure, for our alloy with
Trg = 0. 3, this critical cooling rate lies in the range of 108  C/s. Of course, such
high cooling rate is not accessible through most conventional fabrication methods.
It was also shown in Figure 4.6 that for melt-spinning the cooling rate can reach
this value as long as film (fibers) thickness stays in the range of 1µm to 5µm.
TEM analysis confirms the fully amorphous structure in as-quenched SS316-Ti
since broad diffusive diffraction ring from its cross section shows no preferred crys-
tal orientation contributing to forming the ring. The fibers after heat-treatment
form crystals with average grain size of 84 nm. One clear information here is
the inhomogeneous microstructure of SS316-Ti after heat-treatment. In fact, the
diffraction pattern at different parts of the sample shows both amorphous and
crystalline structure. Some grains are fully crystalline and represent themselves as
sharp diffraction point and some areas are still remaining amorphous in the back-
ground with the presence of few nanocrystals within. The formation of nanocrys-
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tals within is observed by diffraction point at the diffusive amorphous ring. For-
mation of crystals here is not defect free and in higher magnification TEM images
dislocation is formed in the border of two lattices. These dislocations cannot
largely affect the plastic deformation of the sample since the dislocation motion
will be stopped after maximum two or three lattices reaching the amorphous grain.
Some scientists however described similar mechanism of deformation in amorphous
metals to those of dislocations e.g. Gilman [104]. Other considerable parts of its
microstructure is the formation of moire fringe by combining more than one crystal
lattice. Since SS316-Ti has lots of alloying elements including carbide formers such
as Cr and Ti, it is expected that some intermetallic alloys are also precipitated
within the material while annealing.
Going back to the amorphous ring of heat-treated SS316-T, we see that it has
much sharper intensity profile than the amorphous ring of as-quenched SS316-Ti.
This is because annealing a metallic glass can produce reversible and irreversible
structural relaxations. It is very difficult to characterize the structural changes
but the irreversible relaxation is often associated with the short-range topological
changes. As a consequence of this topological change, the density increases and
consequently the elastic modulus. Indeed, looking at Figure 10.11 again, we ob-
serve that annealed SS316-Ti has a elastic modulus 36% larger than its amorphous
form. Knuyt et al [105] previously reported that Elastic Modulus in amorphous
alloys is about 30 smaller than the corresponding crystalline structure. This dif-
ference in elastic modulus can be explained in terms of change in atomic spacing.
Wearire et al[106] proposed that the local environment influences the atomic rear-
rangement in response to shear stress. In a crystalline structure, atomic spacing is
well-defined and thus their displacement toward a specific macroscopic strain is de-
fined. However, in a glass structure, there are wider ranges of atomic environments
and since they are not as densely packed as crystals, there are more possibilities
for their rearrangement toward a macroscopic strain. Simulations show that these
“internal rearrangements” reduce the shear modulus by about 30, in agreement
with the experimental observations[106],[105].
Figure 10.11 shows a linear relationship between the hardness and elastic modulus
values in amorphous metals. This linearity is not observed for crystalline metals
and alloys and one cannot predict a hardness value of a crystalline alloy based
on its elastic modulus. Going back to the mechanism of plastic deformation in
glassy metals, we can explain why. The macroscopic scale plastic deformation
in amorphous alloys is essentially a biased accumulation of local strains which
happened during the operation of STZs and the redistribution of free volume. If
the flow (steady-state condition) is homogeneous, there is a balance between events
creating free volume and the annihilation of these free volumes. We previously
discussed that density affects elastic modulus; on the other side, how densely
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atoms are distributed or in other words the availability of free volume determines
the plastic response of amorphous alloys. That is why the hardness and elastic
modulus of these materials are linearly correlated. In crystalline metals however,
at each temperature there are numbers of phenomena that can contribute to plastic
deformation e.g. dislocation, creep, climb. In fact, it is the mechanism with the
lowest activation energy that determines which phenomena will be dominant. Such
simple linearity between the elastic modulus and their hardness cannot be observed
therefore.
Going back to Figure 10.11 again, the conventional and heat-treated SS316-Ti
share the same elastic modulus values. However, the heat-treated SS316-Ti has
7 times higher hardness. One argument to justify such higher hardness value is
through Hall-Petch effect and grain refinement. SS304 has mechanical properties
almost identical to SS316-Ti. In Figure 10.12, the hardness of SS304 with different
grain sizes is shown. Based on Hall-Petch formula, their hardness is increasing
inversely linear to square root of grain size. If we follow the slop, for SS316-Ti
with average grain size of 84nm the hardness must reach 7.45 GPa but we know
that its hardness is almost 2 times higher. Thus, grain refinement cannot cause
such high hardness alone.
We observed already in TEM images and diffractions that heat-treated SS316-Ti is
a mixture of amorphous and nanocrystalline structure. If it was fully amorphous,
based on its Elastic Modulus (and density) its predicted hardness could be around
12 GPa, and if fully nanocrystalline about 7.5 GPa. Its final hardness is however
higher than both cases and about 14GPa. This behavior can be explained similar
to composites mechanical properties where 2 phases mechanically different from
each other contribute to higher hardness.
Classical wear theories emphasizes hardness as the prime property defining the
wear resistance of a surface. It was Oberle for the first time who started ranking
material according to their ratio of hardness to elastic modulus (H/E) and figured
out that this ratio is in good agreement with wear resistance. Many studies later
that this ratio gives a measure of elastic limit in the surface[107]. Thus, wear
release can be avoided by predicting the elastic limit in the surface. In this chapter
nanoindentation and wear resistance of as-quenched and heat-treated SS316-Ti
were measured to see this correlation. If we predict the wear resistance according
to H/E ratio, this ratio will be equal to 0.06 and 0.07 for as-quenched and heat-
treated SS316-Ti fibers respectively. Based on this ratio one must predict higher
wear resistance for heat-treated samples comparing to as-quenched fibers. This is
in agreement with ICP-OES measurements of released ions from as-quenched and
heat-treated fibers.
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It was for a long time believed that nanocrystallization must lead to low corro-
sion resistance due to their high free energy. However, it was later shown that
there is no such direct correlation between nanocrystallization and low corrosion
resistance[80], [94]. Here, we can explain this difference in corrosion resistance by
the fact that first of all the surface hardness of annealed fiber is much higher that
can contribute to less wear release. Secondly, the annealed sample contains relax
residual amorphous phase which means its internal stress due to processing tech-
nique is reduced. The comparison between their relax state was previously made
in Figure 10.8. Consequently, less internal stress and higher surface hardness can
lead to better wear resistance observed in ICP-OES measurements.
Better understanding of how dual-phase microstructure in stainless steel can con-
tribute to such increase in mechanical properties requires more microstructural
and micromechanical investigations which is beyond the purpose of this thesis.
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Part III.
Vitrovac Microfibers

12. Introduction to Vitrovac
Among all the alloys and elements used for melt-spinning microfiber, the most
promising result belonged to vitrovac. This small chapter is allocated to vitrovac
fibers characterization.
Co66Fe4Mo2Si16B12, commercially known as vitrovac 6025X, is an amorphous
metallic ribbon produced by Vacuumschmelze GmbH which is an ideal material for
magnet heads, magnetic field sensors, chokes, transformers, and electronic article
surveillance tags. It has very high magnetic permeability and very low losses, and
its saturation induction (Bs) is equal to 0.58 T. The very soft magnetic properties
such as low coercivity and high initial magnetic permeability can be improved
upon annealing at temperatures below the crystallization temperature[108].
Magnetic softening due to nanocrystallization was shown by Aguilarsahagun et.al[109],
and Betancourt et.al[110] for Co66Fe4Mo2Si16B12 alloy, Co66Fe4Mo2Si16.5B11.5
[111], and Co66Fe4Ni1Si15B14 [112]. The magnetic behavior is based on Co-based
grains in the range of 2 to 20nm which are embedded in an amorphous Fe-rich ma-
trix. The magnetic exchange interaction length is larger than grain size; thus,
magnetic interactions lead to the averaging the magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
The magnetic interactions in this case is much more complicated than Fe-based
nanocrystalline alloys because of Co, Co2B and Co3B crystalline phases. In the
alloys mentioned above, magnetic interactions seem to be much more complicated
than in Fe-based nanocrystalline alloys owing to the presence of different Co, Co2B
and Co3B crystalline phases[112],[111]. Swierczek et.al reported that by annealing
Co71Fe1Mo1Mn4Si14B9, it get harder (magnetic). He also showed that showed
that conventional heating of amorphous Vitrovac 6025X causes its further soft-
ening which occurs in the amorphous state. This effect might be due to the size
increase of the atomic MRO domains [113].

13. Materials and Methods
13.1. Fabricating vitrovac fibers
Co66Fe4Mo2Si16B12 alloy commercially known as Vitrovac 6025X was purchased
from Vacuumschmelze GmbH in the form of ribbons, and then were re-melted and
casted in the form of metal-rode with 12mm diameter at Max Planck Institute for
Intelligent Systems materials preparation group. The standard procedure of melt-
spinning for fiber formation was used for fabricating vitrovac fibers. Experimental
melt-spinning parameters are summarized in Table 13.1.
13.2. SQUID and ULF measurements
All the magnetic measurement were done by MPMS3 SQUID Magnetometer (su-
perconducting quantum interference device) from "Quantum Design". The device
had the capability of in-situ heating chamber, and measuring at ultra low field for
less than 10 Oe magnetic fields. Single fibers, or parallel fibers with comparable
size were fixed in the sample holder and placed parallel or perpendicular to the
external magnetic field. The field range was selected for each sample depending
on its Hc value. As-quenched vitrovac fibers were measured by Ultra Low Field
(ULF) wizard from the same device. All the measurements were done at room
temperature.
Table 13.1.: Vitrovac fabrication experimental parameters
Wheel type V (m/s)   (µm) G (µm) P
(mbar)
 P
(mbar)
Tejection
( C)
Flat Cu wheel 60 25 200 400 1850 1400

14. Experimental Results
Optical image of vitrovac fibers after melt-spinning is shown in Figure 14.1. They
macroscopically look homogeneous regarding shape and size.
Taking a closer look at vitrovac fibers using SEM in Figure 14, we get to see more
details regarding of their shape and size. Even though here no quantification is
presented, it is clear that fibers have homogeneous size and look. Figure 14.2a
shows that there are two categories of fibers shapes within the same batch: the
more circular fibers and the more ribbon-shape fibers. The smaller fibers are more
circular and bigger fibers have more ribbon-shape. The surface of fibers look quiet
smooth unlike what has been seen before in case of other elements and alloys.
Figure 14.1.: Optical image of vitrovac fibers made by melt-spinning.
(a) high magnification SEM (b) low magnification SEM
Figure 14.2.: SEM pictures of Vitrovac fibers at two different magnifications. It can be seen that
fibers have the same range of size and are mostly round and circular.
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(a) vitrovac fibers width size distribution (b) vitrovac fibers thickness size distribution
Figure 14.3.: Vitrovac fibers width and thickness size distribution. Thickness distribution follows
a Gaussian while there is a deviation from Gaussian shape for width distribution of fibers.
To have some values regarding the size of fibers, 1065 fibers sizes were measured
regarding their width and thickness which is shown in Figure 14. According to
these figures, vitrovac fibers thickness has a Gaussian distribution, while their
width is not Gaussian, and its peak is shifted to smaller width values. The mean
value for thickness is about 10µm while this mean value is half of this value for
their thickness ans is about 5µm.
To evaluate the crystalline state of fibers, X-ray diffraction was used directly on
the fibers. Their XRD is shown in Figure 14.4. No crystalline peak can be seen
instead a very diffusive peak is observed between 2✓=40 -60 .
To be able to determine the glass transition temperature of vitrovac fibers, dif-
ferential thermal analysis (DTA) was used. This DTA curve during cooling and
heating is shown in Figure 14.5. The measurement shows a strong artifacts at
250 C resulting from the non-linear heating behavior of the furnace at low tem-
peratures. At 525.0 C, a weak second order exothermal signal was detected. At
602.4 C a first order exothermal signal was observed. After the measurement a
mass change of  m = –0.05 mg was observed. Therefore, a significant oxidation
of the material was excluded.
Vitrovac 6025X is a soft magnetic material. To be able to characterize its magnetic
properties, superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) and ultra low
field SQUID (ULF) was used. The SQUID and ULF measurements of vitrovac
fibers are shown in Figure 14. The left figure represents the hysteresis of hundreds
of fibers placed parallel to the external magnetic field while the right figure shows
the hysteresis of a single vitrovac fiber parallel to the external magnetic field. The
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Figure 14.4.: Vitrovac fibers XRD. No crystalline peak can be seen. A diffusive peak between
2✓ = 40  60  can be seen which is an indication of amorphous structure.
Figure 14.5.: DTA pattern obtained from vitrovac fibers. At 525.0 C a weak second order
exothermal signal was detected as an indication of glass transition temperature. At 602.4 C
a first order exothermal signal was detected.
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(a) hundred fibers parallel to external field (b) single fiber parallel to external field
Figure 14.6.: Ultra low field SQUID measurement of vitrovac fibers when: a) 100 parallel fibers
are placed parallel to external magnetic field b) a single fiber is placed parallel to external mag-
netic field. The hysteresis for a single fiber is very sharp while its transition is smooth for 100
parallel vitrovac fibers.
hysteresis is very narrow and the width of the hysteresis is about 0.1 Oe. The
saturation level of their magnetic moment is different and in the case of hundreds
of parallel fibers is 3 order of magnitude higher than a single fiber. It can also
be seen in this figure that the hysteresis of hundred parallel fibers have a smooth
saturation behavior while a single fiber is behaving almost like a magnetic switch
and its saturation is very sharp.
To see the behavior of the single vitrovac fiber according to the direction of external
magnetic field, the same fiber was fixed and placed perpendicular to the external
magnetic field. The difference between these two orientations is shown in Figure 14.
As it can be seen, when the fiber is placed perpendicular to the external magnetic
field direction, the width of its hysteresis gets wider. Hc at this orientation is 200
times higher than when the fiber was placed parallel to the external magnetic field.
Another distinguishing facts in this figure is that the magnetic moment hardly get
saturated at perpendicular orientation.
To see how the crystallization can affect the hysteresis of vitrovac fibers, they were
heat treated at three different isothermal temperatures: 650 C, 750 C, and 850 C.
The in-situ XRD of the fibers at each of these temperatures were also done. Fig-
ure 14 shows the in-situ XRD of the fibers at these selected temperatures and the
hysteresis of fibers annealed at each of these temperatures. The evolution of crys-
tallization can be seen in the in-situ XRD of the fibers. Starting from amorphous
structure, crystalline peaks appear at 650 C. Going to higher temperatures, no
new peak appears but all crystalline peaks get sharper. We previously measured
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(a) single fiber parallel to external field (b) single fiber perpendicular to external field
Figure 14.7.: Comparison between the effect of fibers orientation toward external magnetic field
direction. Hc of perpendicular fiber is 200 times higher than the parallel fiber and it hardly get
saturated at all.
Hc=0.1 Oe for amorphous fibers, now this Hc is 40 Oe for fibers annealed at 650 C.
Going to higher temperature at 750 C, this Hc increases even more: Hc=125 Oe.
However, increasing the annealing temperature to 850 C, this Hc returns to its
original amorphous value which here is less than 5 Oe (normal SQUID device
cannot measure lower than 5 Oe).
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Figure 14.8.: a) In-sit XRD of vitrovac fibers at different temperatures:650 C, 750 C, and 850 C.
The hysteresis measurement of fibers annealed at this temperatures shows an increasing trend
of Hc up to 750 C and then a sudden decrease to its original value before annealing at 850 C.
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Figure 14.9.: ICP-OES measurements of released ions (Co,Fe,Mo,Si) from as-quenched and
heat-treated vitrovac fibers into BSF saline solution. Measurements were done after 24,50,
and 74h of keeping fibers in BSF solution. As-quenched fibers in general release more ions
than heat-treated fibers. The cobalt-ion release increases by time significantly for as-quenched
vitrovac fibers.
The comparison between isothermally annealed vitrovac and as-quenched vitrovac
was made doing ICP-OES measurement of releasing ions from fibers to the BSF
solution. The result is shown in Figure 14.9. The annealed fibers seem to release
less ions and have higher wear resistance comparing to as’quenched fibers. This is
specially visible for Cobalt ions which are the major composition of vitrovac alloy.
In fact, annealed vitrovac fibers seem to saturate in releasing Cobalt ions after 50
hours. Mo and Fe ions are not released much in both heat-treated and annealed
fibers and their release in BSF do not increase significantly by time.
Nanoindentation measurements of elastic modulus and hardness of vitrovac fibers
are shortly presented in supplementary materials.
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15. Discussion
Vitrovac fibers fabricated by melt-spinning had the most reproducible results in
this project. Looking at their optical image in Figure 14.1, and SEM pictures in
Figure 14 clearly show that they are almost homogeneous in shape and size. How-
ever, there are minor fibers in Figure 12.2 which shows that some fibers are more
flat and they might even have an irregular shape. Quantification of fibers width
and thickness sizes in Figure 12.3 shows that thickness values follow a Gaussian
distribution function while the width of fibers have deviation from Gaussian is
shifted toward larger values.
X-ray diffraction of vitrovac fibers has the broad diffusive peak as an indication of
amorphous structure. This is for sure what one could expect from this alloy since
it is designed to form an amorphous structure upon solidification. To estimate the
glass transition temperature in vitrovac fibers, differential thermal analysis was
done. Upon heating we observed the first "second order exothermal transition"
at around 525 C which represents the glass transition temperature of vitrovac
fibers. The second peak which is a first order exothermal transition was observed
around 602.4 C which might be due to transformation to higher-temperature stable
phases.
To characterize magnetic properties of vitrovac fibers, their hysteresis was mea-
sured using ultra low field SQUID. Figure 14 shows that when we measure the
hysteresis for a single fiber, it has a sharp transition when it reaches maximum
filed(Hc), and its magnetic moment immediately gets saturated. Thus, it is not
wrong to say that it behaves like a magnetic switch. However, this behavior is not
observed when hundreds of the same fibers are all aligned parallel to each other.
They show a smooth saturation behavior. This can be explained by demagnetiza-
tion of fibers aligned in the middle. Each fiber on the outer part demagnetize the
fibers in the middle point which can later leads to this non-sharp smooth satura-
tion behavior. To figure out the preferred direction of internal magnetic moment,
a single fiber was fixed perpendicular to the direction of external magnetic field as
well and the result shown in Figure 14 shows that this internal preferred direction
is almost parallel to the direction of fibers length. That is why Hc is 200 times
higher when the fibers are perpendicular to external magnetic field comparing to
parallel orientation. This is also why their magnetic moment hardly get saturated
at perpendicular orientation.
15. Discussion
The extreme narrow hysteresis is due to the amorphous structure of vitrovac fibers.
Since these fibers have no crystalline grain and thus grain boundaries, the domain
wall can grow and move with the least microstructural obstacles resulting in very
soft magnetic behavior.
In Figure 14 we observed that when the fibers are annealed at elevated temper-
atures (650 C, 750 C, and 850 C), they get crystallize and these crystals grow
more and more, which can be seen as sharpening of their crystalline peaks in their
XRD patterns. When the hysteresis of these annealed fibers are measured, their
Hc first increases 400 times more than their original value (amorphous state) after
annealing at 650 C. Annealing at higher temperature 750 C increases their Hc
even more up to 125 Oe (1250 times higher than the original value). However,
by going to 850 C and crystallizing them even more, suddenly their Hc returns to
near its original value. This is a very known phenomena. When fibers are first
annealed at 650 C, their grain size is in the nanometer range so their Hc increases
significantly because of grain boundary creation. Increasing the number of grains
by annealing them at 750 C makes their Hc closer to their maximum value. How-
ever, annealing at 850 C causes these grains to grow more until they are in the
range of micrometer which can be compared with sintering effect when the number
of grains reduce and so the grain boundaries. In this case, their Hc comes back to
almost its original value.
Regarding the wear resistance comparison between annealed and as-quenched vit-
rovac fibers one can explain the increase of resistance after annealing by reducing
internal stresses which was produce within vitrovac fibers during the melt-spinning
process.
Overall, vitrovac 6025X could form small with homogeneous size distribution fibers
by melt-spinning. Their magnetic properties are attractive and can be manipulated
by annealing at different temperatures.
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16. Final Summary
In this thesis, first, modification of geometrical parts of melt-spinning device and
their effect on the final casted product were investigated e.g. wheel surface struc-
ture, slit size. Roughening and structuring the wheel surface could help in fiber
fabrication. However, they could not provide a reproducible wheel surface and
for that reason the rest of the research was carried out on the flat wheel surface.
The slit size was shown to affect greatly the width and thickness of the produced
fibers. It was shown that heat transfer coefficient of the wheel material determines
its capability in processing any fibers.
Further modification of the process was pursued by optimizing and investigat-
ing melt-spinning experimental parameters such as wheel speed, applied pressure,
ejection temperature, chamber pressure. Effect of each parameter on final size
and shape of the fibers were presented and discussed. Wheel speed could affect
the most the thickness of produced fibers while the rest of the parameters were
significantly affecting the width of produced fibers. Minimum ejection pressure
could not result in smallest fibers and an optimum pressure at 1000mbar could
contribute to the smallest fibers. The gap between the wheel and the slit nozzle
was shown to determine the shape of the fibers. When this distance is small, fibers
tend to reach ribbon shape, and increasing greatly this distance might lead to no
or very little fiber formation. Chamber pressure was shown to have effect on final
size of the fiber, although it is possible to produce fibers even at very low chamber
pressures.
Based on all experimental results, it was shown that by controlling the width of
the fibers to less than 10µm one can produce the roundest fibers with AR<1.5.
The equation predicting the thickness of Fe40Ni40B20 alloy based on experimental
parameters was obtained: t=0.0346  /V
p
 P -1.84.
It was shown that running several experiments under the same experimental pa-
rameters would result in the same size of fibers. Thus, it was proved that not
only the proof of principle in fiber formation by melt-spinning is valid, but it is
also highly reproducible. The capability of the process for fabricating fibers based
on other groups of materials such as metal elements, intermetallic alloys, conven-
tional alloys and other amorphous alloys was examined, and in all cases fibers were
formed by melt-spinning meaning the process was promising in terms of material
choice. Besides, the results were more promising as expected for amorphous alloys.
16. Final Summary
High speed camera movies of melt-spinning process during melt ejection showed
that when the slit size is very small (25µm), no melt-puddle forms and individual
droplets sequentially wetting the film, forming the thin film are responsible for
fiber formation. At larger slit size (50µm) however, the stationary melt-puddle
was observed.
Based on SEM images of some not-fully formed fibers, and other experimental re-
sults it was concluded that the possible mechanism of fiber formation is as follows:
i)wetting the rotating wheel and forming the thin film ii)spontaneous rupture of
thin film (similar to Rayleigh instability) to smaller widths, and dewetting the
wheel in forms of fibers.
Second chapter was fully dedicated to characterization of as-quenched and heat-
treated SS316-Ti fibers. The astonishing result of these fibers were forming fully-
amorphous structure for the first time after melt-spinning without any addition
of refractory materials or other compositional changes. The subsequent heat-
treatment was shown to create a dual phase microstructure in stainless steel con-
sisting of relaxed residual glass phase and nanocrystals. The initial hardness of
stainless steel before melt-spinning in the range of 2GPa increases to 8GPa af-
ter amorphization and it increased to even more, 14GPa, by subsequent heat-
treatment. The High hardness value after heat-treatment was shown that is not
due to only Hall-Petch effect. This high hardness value could be understood similar
to composite microstructures where two mechanically different phases are involved.
Wear resistance test also showed better resistance for heat-treated sample as one
could expect based on the ratio of H/E of these alloys.
Last chapter was a small chapter dedicated to vitrovac fibers fabricated by melt-
spinning. The purpose of this chapter was to better show the capability of melt-
spinning in preparing soft-magnetic materials such as vitrovac in a very homoge-
neous size and shape distribution. They showed very soft magnetic properties.
It was shown that by annealing at different temperatures, one can increase their
Hc. ICP-OES measurements were also done to show their increase of mechanical
properties after annealing.
Putting everything into a nutshell, this project was successful in introducing a new
technique in fabrication of metal microfibers with small sizes, reproducible results,
and wide material choices. The cooling rate of the process was enhanced com-
paring to the conventional melt-spinning which was responsible for amorphization
of SS316-Ti fibers. Consequently, leading to ultra hard stainless steel microfibers
after annealing.
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17. Conclusion and Remarks
In this work, for the first time, metal microfibers were fabricated by melt-spinning
technique. The results show that producing fibers in the range of 5µm is possible,
and it is reproducible under same experimental parameters. Produced fibers how-
ever, have deviation from perfect circular fibers and this deviation was studies by
a factor called cross-section aspect ratio(width/thickness of fibers).
The effect of different experimental parameters on final shape and size of fibers
were investigated. It was shown that these parameters affect significantly the
size of fibers width and fibers thickness mostly get affected by wheel speed. The
experimental relation between parameters and fibers thickness was obtained.
It was shown that fibers cross-section aspect ratio is mostly circular when the
width of fibers is less than 10µm. Therefore, one must control the width to have
circular fibers.
The same principle was applied to different classes of materials, and it was shown
that it is possible to work with single elements, intermetallic alloys, and conven-
tional alloys and is not only designed for amorphous alloys. However, based on
the results, the most promising results belonged to amorphous alloys in terms of
fibers size and shape homogeneity. Fabrication of fibers based on single elements
had the most technical difficulties.
High speed camera movies of melt-spinning process during melt-ejection showed
that by decreasing the slit size, no melt-puddle forms and in stead the formation of
fibers relies on single droplets wetting the rotating wheel with a constant diameter.
Microstructure and mechanical properties of SS316-Ti fibers was studied in a sep-
arate chapter. Fully amorphous stainless steel without any addition of refractory
materials was reported, for the first time, in this work. The possibility of mak-
ing stainless steel amorphous relied on the high quenching rate of modified melt-
spinning device which was shown that it is capable of going to cooling rates as high
as 108 C/s. The mechanical properties of amorphous SS316-Ti is in agreement
with other glassy alloys (linear relation between hardness and elastic modulus).
Further heat treatment of SS316-Ti results in dual-phase alloy consists of nanocrys-
tals together with relaxed residual amorphous phase. The heat-treated SS316-Ti
show ultra hardness comparing to its original crystalline form or even amorphous
form. Its hardness is in the range of 14GPa. It was shown that grain refinement
17. Conclusion and Remarks
cannot cause such increase of hardness based on hall-petch effect. Therefore, the
mechanism of its hardening could be similar to those of composite materials.
Vitrovac fibers were also shortly discussed in a separate chapter mostly because
of their interesting magnetic properties. Their hysteresis confirms their very soft
ferromagnetic properties. Their preferred internal magnetic direction is along the
length of the fibers and in case of applying perpendicular external magnetic filed,
their magnetic moment hardly get saturated. It was shown also that by annealing
the fibers, it is possible to have larger Hc.
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18. List of Publications
Pending patent application: "Apparatus and method of manufacturing metallic or
inorganic fibers having a thickness in the micron range by melt spinning".

19. Future Work
Based on the promising result of fiber formation based on melt-spinning, it is
meaningful to study further the mechanism of fiber formation and its modeling in
future works. Since the project has a great potential for industrial applications,
larger scale fabrication of fibers can be the next step to be studied as well.
Studying the dual phase structure of amorphous phase and nanocrystals can be
very interesting to study in future, and their effect on mechanical properties of
material.

20. Supplementary Materials
20.1. Melt-spinning parameters of all experiments
The experimental parameters of all experiments done at this project by the author
of this thesis is summarized in Table 20.1. Here, the flat copper wheel is shown
by Cu and flat copper-alloy as Cua. W is the wheel material,   is the slit size, f
is the wheel frequency, P is chamber pressure,  P the applied pressure, G is the
distance between slit and wheel, and T is the melt ejection temperature. The Cug
wheel had grooves on its cross-section. Some special slit structures are stated as a,
b, etc. The slit a had microstructures at one side of the slit. Slit b had an internal
20  inside the slit. Slit c had the internal angle toward the opposite direction of
ejection. Slit d was a microchannel (see Materials and Methods). Slit e has a 100
µm diameter hole instead of rectangular cross-section. Slit f has 5 holes, each 100
µm diameter .
Table 20.1.: Melt-Spinning experiments and their parameters.
Nr. Material W   f P   P G T
unit - - µm Hz mbar mbar µm  C
MS027 Fe40Ni40B20 B 100 85 400 300 200 1350
MS028 Fe40Ni40B20 B 100 85 400 400 200 1350
MS029 Fe40Ni40B20 B 100 85 400 400 200 1350
MS030 Fe40Ni40B20 B 100 85 400 400 200 1350
MS031 Fe40Ni40B20 B 100 85 400 400 200 1350
MS032 Fe40Ni40B20 B 100 85 400 400 200 1350
MS033 Fe40Ni40B20 C 100 85 400 400 200 1350
MS034 Fe40Ni40B20 A 100 85 400 400 200 1350
MS035 Fe40Ni40B20 A 75 85 400 600 200 1350
MS036 Fe40Ni40B20 A 50 85 400 1000 200 1350
MS037 Fe40Ni40B20 A 50 85 400 1000 200 1350
MS038 Fe40Ni40B20 C 50 85 400 1000 200 1350
MS039 Fe40Ni40B20 C 75 85 400 600 200 1350
MS040 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu a 85 400 200 200 1350
MS041 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 85 400 1000 200 1350
MS042 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 85 400 1000 200 1350
MS043 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 85 400 1500 200 1350
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MS044 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 85 400 600 200 1350
MS045 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 100 85 400 400 200 1350
MS046 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 100 400 1500 200 1350
MS047 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 200 95 400 200 200 1350
MS048 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 400 95 400 200 200 1350
MS049 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 25 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS050 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS051 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 95 400 600 200 1350
MS052 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 100 95 400 400 200 1350
MS053 Zn Cu 200 95 400 200 200 700
MS054 Zn Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 750
MS055 Al Cu 200 95 400 200 200 850
MS056 Al Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 900
MS057 SS316-Ti Cu 200 95 400 300 200 1500
MS058 SS316-Ti Cu 75 95 400 800 200 1500
MS059 Fe40Ni40B20 D 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS060 Fe40Ni40B20 D 25 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS061 Fe40Ni40B20 C 75 95 400 600 200 1350
MS062 Fe40Ni40B20 C 100 95 400 400 200 1350
MS063 Fe40Ni40B20 C 200 95 400 200 200 1350
MS064 Fe40Ni40B20 C 400 95 400 200 200 1350
MS065 Fe40Ni40B20 C 50 95 900 1000 200 1350
MS066 Fe40Ni40B20 C 75 95 900 600 200 1350
MS067 Fe40Ni40B20 C 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS068 Fe40Ni40B20 C 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS069 Fe40Ni40B20 C 25 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS070 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS071 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS072 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS073 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 300 1350
MS074 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 25 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS075 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 25 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS076 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS077 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS078 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 Vac. 1000 200 1350
MS079 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 95 400 600 100 1350
MS080 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 95 400 600 300 1350
MS081 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 95 400 600 250 1350
MS082 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 95 400 600 200 1350
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MS083 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 100 1350
MS084 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS085 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 25 95 400 1000 100 1350
MS086 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 25 95 400 1000 100 1350
MS087 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 300 1350
MS088 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS089 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1500
MS090 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1300
MS091 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 800 200 1350
MS092 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1350
MS093 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 650 200 1350
MS094 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 650 200 1350
MS095 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 100 95 400 400 200 1350
MS096 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 100 95 400 400 200 1350
MS097 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 100 95 400 400 200 1350
MS098 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1400
MS099 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1300
MS100 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1300
MS101 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1300
MS102 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 500 700 200 1400
MS103 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 500 700 200 1400
MS104 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1300
MS105 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 100 1300
MS106 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 650 100 1300
MS107 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 100 1300
MS108 Fe40Ni40B20 SS 50 95 400 800 200 1300
MS109 Fe40Ni40B20 SS 400 60 400 100 200 1300
MS110 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu b 95 400 800 200 1400
MS111 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu b 95 400 800 200 1300
MS112 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 25 95 400 1300 200 1400
MS113 Fe40Ni40B20 Cua 25 95 400 1500 200 1400
MS114 SS316-Ti Cua 50 95 400 1200 200 1400
MS115 SS316-Ti Cua 50 95 400 1200 200 1560
MS116 Zn Cua 50 95 400 800 200 650
MS117 Zn Cua 50 95 400 650 200 650
MS118 Al Cua 50 95 400 800 200 880
MS119 Al Cua 50 95 400 800 200 1080
MS120 Fe40Ni40B20 Cug 75 85 400 600 200 1350
MS121 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 60 400 600 200 1350
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MS122 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 95 400 600 200 1350
MS123 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 30 400 600 200 1350
MS124 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 10 400 600 200 1350
MS125 SS316-Ti Cu 50 95 400 1300 200 1450
MS126 SS316-Ti Cu 50 95 400 1300 200 1450
MS127 SS316-Ti Cu 50 95 400 1200 200 1450
MS128 SS316-Ti Cu 50 95 400 1200 200 1450
MS129 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1350
MS130 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1350
MS131 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1350
MS132 SS316L Cu 50 95 400 1200 200 1450
MS133 SS316L Cu 50 95 400 1200 200 1450
MS134 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 25 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS135 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 95 400 500 200 1350
MS136 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 100 95 400 400 200 1350
MS137 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 200 95 400 200 200 1350
MS138 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 400 95 400 100 200 1350
MS139 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1350
MS140 SS316L Cu 50 95 400 1200 200 1450
MS141 SS316-Ti Cu 75 95 400 1200 200 1450
MS142 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 25 95 400 1800 200 1350
MS143 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1500
MS144 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1300
MS145 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 75 95 800 500 200 1350
MS146 Vitrovac Cu 100 95 400 600 200 1400
MS147 Fe40Ni40B20 Cua 75 95 400 700 200 1350
MS148 Fe40Ni40B20 Cua 25 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS149 Fe40Ni40B20 Cua 75 95 400 700 200 1350
MS150 Fe40Ni40B20 Cua 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS151 Fe40Ni40B20 Cua 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS152 Fe40Ni40B20 Cua 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS153 Fe40Ni40B20 Cua 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS154 Fe40Ni40B20 Cua 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS155 Vitrovac Cua 100 95 400 600 200 1400
MS156 Vitrovac Cua c 95 400 1700 200 1400
MS157 Fe40Ni40B20 Cug 25 95 400 1400 200 1300
MS158 Fe40Ni40B20 Cug 100 90 400 500 200 1300
MS159 Fe40Ni40B20 Cug 25 90 400 1500 200 1300
MS160 Fe40Ni40B20 Cug 50 90 400 1000 200 1300
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MS161 SS316-Ti Cua 50 95 400 1500 200 1450
MS162 SS316-Ti Cua 100 95 400 1000 200 1450
MS163 SS316-Ti Cua 50 95 400 1000 200 1450
MS164 SS304 Cua 50 95 400 1000 200 1450
MS165 Fe40Ni40B20 Cua 25 95 400 1500 100 1300
MS166 Ag Cua 25 95 400 1200 200 1100
MS167 Ag Cua 25 95 400 1400 200 1100
MS168 Ni3Al Cu 50 95 400 1200 200 1500
MS169 Ni3Al Cu 50 95 400 1200 200 1500
MS170 Ni3AlB0.4 Cu 50 95 400 1400 200 1500
MS171 Vitrovac Cu 25 95 400 1850 200 1400
MS172 Vitrovac Cu 25 95 400 1850 200 1400
MS173 Vitrovac Cu 25 95 400 1850 200 1400
MS174 Vitrovac Cu 25 95 400 1850 200 1400
MS175 Cu Cu 50 95 400 800 200 1320
MS176 Cu Cu 25 95 400 800 200 1250
MS177 Ag90Co10 Cu 50 95 400 400 200 1100
MS178 Cu Cu 75 95 400 800 200 1271
MS179 Cu Cu 50 95 400 700 200 1271
MS180 Cu Cu 100 95 400 300 200 1300
MS181 Ag Cu 25 95 400 1000 200 1220
MS182 Ag Cu 75 95 400 300 200 1220
MS183 Ag Cu 200 95 400 failed 200 1220
MS184 Ag70Co30 Cu 75 95 400 300 200 1200
MS185 SS316-Ti Cu 50 95 400 1200 200 1460
MS186 SS316-Ti Cu 50 95 400 1100 200 1460
MS187 SS304 Cu 50 95 400 1100 200 1460
MS188 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 300 1460
MS189 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 100 1350
MS190 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1350
MS191 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 800 1000 200 1350
MS192 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 Vac. 1000 200 1350
MS193 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu d 95 400 200 200 1350
MS194 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1000 200 1450
MS195 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 800 200 1350
MS196 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu 50 95 400 1500 200 1350
MS197 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu e 95 400 1700 200 1350
MS198 Fe40Ni40B20 Cu f 95 400 700 200 1350
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Table 20.2.: Stainless steel alloys atomic composition (atomic%)
Type C Mn Si Cr Ni P S other
304 0.08 2.00 1.00 18.0-
20.0
8.0-
10.5
0.045 0.03 ...
316-Ti 0.08 2.00 1.00 16.0-
18.0
10.0-
14.0
0.045 0.03 Ti5%C
to Max
0.70%
316-L 0.03 2.00 1.00 16.0-
18.0
10.0-
14.0
0.045 0.03 2.0-3.0 Mo
20.2. Stainless steel alloy compositions
Three different austenitic grades of stainless steel were used in this project. Their
chemical compositions is shown in Table 20.2.
20.3. Stainless steel fibers XRD
Due to lack of some experimental control during melt-spinning, specifically tem-
perature, in some cases temperature deviation caused crystallization of samples
during solidification by melt-spinning. Thus, the XRD of obtained as-quenched
fibers differs from what discussed previously in stainless steel chapter. For this
reason, the XRD analysis of some as-quenched fibers without such diffusive XRD-
peaks are shown in Figure 20.3. Figure 20.2 is presented for better comparison
between all the XRD graphs, and their peaks.
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20.3. Stainless steel fibers XRD
(a) 316-Ti stainless steel fibers (b) 316-Ti stainless steel fibers
(c) 316-Ti stainless steel fibers (d) 316-Ti stainless steel fibers
(e) 304 stainless steel fibers
Figure 20.1.: XRD obtained from stainless steel fibers after melt-spinning. The first four graphs
are related to 316-Ti stainless steel. Even though the same peaks are identified for all of them,
the intensity of peaks are not equal for the same type of steel fibers.
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Figure 20.2.: XRD results of as-quenched SS316-Ti fibers after melt-spinning. They all share
the same crystalline peaks, although the intensity of these peaks differs from sample to sample.
The type of crystals found for all samples are fcc and bcc.
20.4. Mechanical properties of different fibers
The hardness and elastic modulus of fabricated fibers by melt-spinning are pre-
sented in Table 20.3.
Table 20.3.: Nanoindentation measurements of Elastic modulus and hardness for fabricated
fibers
Material Tip Elastic
Mod-
ulus
(GPa)
Hardness
(GPa)
SS304 cube corner 61.8 5.78
SS316-Ti crystalline cube corner 101.17 7.90
SS316-Ti amorphous cube corner 128.49 8.23
SS316-Ti annealed cube corner 196.58 14.20
Vitrovac cube corner 100 11.08
copper berkovich 125.9 3.0
silver berkovich 73.3 2.3
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20.5. Bulk metallic glasses mechanical properties
In this section, a complete values of bulk metallic glasses hardness and elastic
modulus taken from literature are presented. The numbers correspond to the ones
used in Figure 10.11.
Table 20.4.: Elastic Modulus and Hardness values of different amorphous alloys used in Fig-
ure 10.11
Nr. Alloy E H Ref
unit - GPa GPa -
1 Zr57T i5Ni8Cu20Al10 85±1 4.6±0.1 [114]
2 Hf11.4Zr45.6T i5Ni8Cu20Al10 87±1 4.7±0.1 [115]
3 Hf22.8Zr34.2T i5Ni8Cu20Al10 94±1 5.2±0.1 [116]
4 Zr52.5T i5Ni14.6Cu17.9Al10 93±2 5.0±0.2 [116]
5 Hf10.5Zr42T i5Ni14.6Cu17.9Al10 108±3 5.3±0.1 [116]
6 Hf21Zr31.5T i5Ni14.6Cu17.9Al10 113±2 5.5±0.1 [116]
7 Hf31.5Zr21T i5Ni14.6Cu17.9Al10 110±3 5.8±0.2 [116]
8 Hf42Zr10.5T i5Ni14.6Cu17.9Al10 124±2 6.0±0.2 [116]
9 Hf52.5T i5Ni14.6Cu17.9Al10 128±4 6.1±0.2 [116]
10 Zr57Nb5Ni12.6Cu15.4Al10 89±1 4.9±0.1 [116]
11 (Al0.84Y0.09Ni0.05Co0.02)95Sc5 78 4.4 [117]
12 (Al0.85Y0.08Ni0.05Co0.02)95Sc5 75 4.0 [117]
13 Cu60Hf25T i15 124 6.7 [118]
14 Cu60Hf30T i10 119 6.3 [118]
15 Fe80B20 167 10.6 [57]
16 Fe80P13C7 118 7.5 [57]
17 Fe78B10Si12 118 8.9 [57]
18 (Fe0.75B0.2Si0.05)96Nb4 180 10.5 [119]
19 ((Fe0.9Co0.1)0.75B0.2Si0.05)96Nb4 190 11.3 [119]
20 ((Fe0.8Co0.2)0.75B0.2Si0.05)96Nb4 205 12.0 [119]
21 ((Fe0.7Co0.3)0.75B0.2Si0.05)96Nb4 210 12.2 [119]
22 ((Fe0.6Co0.4)0.75B0.2Si0.05)96Nb4 210 12.3 [119]
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23 ((Fe0.5Co0.5)0.75B0.2Si0.05)96Nb4 210 12.0 [119]
24 Ni45T i20Zr25Al10 114 7.8 [120]
25 Ni40Cu6T i16Zr28Al10 111 7.6 [120]
26 Ni40Cu5T i17Zr28Al10 134 8.4 [120]
27 Ni40Cu5T i16.5Zr28.5Al10 122 7.8 [120]
28 Ni39.8Cu5.97T i15.92Zr27.86Al9.95Si0.5 117 8.1 [120]
29 Zr41.25T i13.75Ni10Cu12.5Be22.5 96 5.2 [121]
30 Pd80Si20 67 3.2 [57]
31 Pd40Ni40P20 108 5.3 [122]
32 Pd77.5Cu6Si16.5 88 4.9 [122]
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